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Abstract: We construct dyonic states ωρ in 2+1-dimensional lattice ZN -Higgs models, i.e.
states which are both, electrically and magnetically charged. These states are parametrized by
ρ = (ε, µ), where ε and µ are ZN -valued electric and magnetic charge distributions, respectively,
living on the spatial lattice Z2. The associated Hilbert spaces Hρ carry charged representations
πρ of the observable algebra A, the global transfer matrix t and a unitary implementation of
the group Z2 of spatial lattice translations. We prove that for coinciding total charges qρ =(∑
x
ε(x),
∑
p
µ(p)
)
∈ ZN ×ZN these representations are dynamically equivalent and we construct
a local intertwiner connection U(Γ) : Hρ → Hρ′ , where Γ : ρ→ ρ′ is a path in the space of charge
distributions Dq = {ρ : qρ = q}. The holonomy of this connection is given by ZN -valued phases.
This will be the starting point for a construction of scattering states with anyon statistics in a
subsequent paper.
1 E-mail: jbarata@fma.if.usp.br
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1 Introduction
In this paper we continue our project initiated in [1] of a constructive analysis of states with anyonic
statistics in a 2+1 dimensional lattice gauge theory. We investigate a general class of models with
the discrete Abelian gauge group ZN for arbitrary N ∈ N, N ≥ 2, and with discrete Higgs fields.
The vacuum expectations in this theory are represented by classical expectations of an (euclidean)
statistical mechanics model given by the thermodynamic limit of finite volume expectations of the
form
〈Bcl〉Λ :=
∫
dαdϕ Bcl(α, ϕ) e
−SΛ∫
dαdϕ e−SΛ
, (1.1)
with a generalized Wilson action:
SΛ(ϕ, α) :=
∑
p
Sg(dα(p)) +
∑
b
Sh(dϕ(b)− α(b)) . (1.2)
Here ϕ and α are ZN -valued Higgs and gauge fields, respectively, on a euclidean space-time lattice
Z3. Hence ϕ lives on sites, α lives on bonds, d denotes the lattice exterior derivative and the above
sums go over all elementary positively oriented bonds b and plaquettes p in a finite space-time
volume Λ of our lattice. Bcl is some classical observable, i.e. a gauge invariant function of the
gauge field α and of the Higgs field ϕ with finite support. Here, gauge invariance means invariance
under the simultaneous transformations ϕ → ϕ + λ and α → α + dλ for arbitrary λ : Z3 7→ ZN ,
with finite support. Above, the integrations over α and ϕ are actually finite sums, since these
variables are discrete (to be precise, the discrete Haar measure on ZN is employed).
In order to have charge conjugation symmetry and reflection positivity (i.e. a positive transfer
matrix) the actions Sg and Sh will be chosen as even functions on ZN ≡ {0, . . . , N−1} taking their
minimal value at 0 ∈ ZN . Thus we have a general Fourier expansion
Sg/h(n) = − 1√
N
N−1∑
m=0
βg/h(m) cos
(
2πmn
N
)
, (1.3)
n ∈ ZN , where we call βg(m) and βh(m), m ∈ ZN , the gauge and Higgs coupling constants,
respectively3. We also require βg/h(m) = βg/h(N − m), i.e. βg/h and −Sg/h are in fact Fourier
transforms of each other. This model describes a ZN -Higgs model where the radial degree of
freedom of the Higgs field is frozen, i.e. |φ| = 1 and φ(x) = e 2piiN ϕ(x).
We will be interested in the so-called “free charge phase” of this model, which, roughly speaking,
is obtained whenever, for all 0 6= n ∈ ZN ,
Sg(n)− Sg(0) ≥ cg ≫ 0, (1.4)
Sh(n)− Sh(0) ≤ c−1h ≪ 1, (1.5)
for large enough positive constants cg and ch. In this region convergent polymer and cluster
expansions are available and have been analyzed in detail in [1], see also Appendix A for a short
review.
3 The values of βg(0) and βh(0) only determine additive constants to the action and will be fixed by convenient
normalization conditions.
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The first analysis of the structure of the charged states in this phase had been performed for
the case of the group Z2 by Fredenhagen and Marcu in [2]. In that work it had been shown
that electrically charged states exist in d + 1 dimensions, d ≥ 2 in the “free charge phase” of the
model. The ideas employed by the authors involved a wide combination of methods from Algebraic
Quantum Field Theory and Classical Statistical Mechanics. Later on the existence of electrically
charged particles in the same model had been shown in [3] and the existence of multi-particle
scattering states of these particles had been proven in [4], combining methods and results of [2] and
of [5].
In [1] we extended some of these results to the ZN -Higgs model mentioned above and showed,
after previous results of Gaebler on the Z2 case [6], the existence of magnetically charged states in
2 + 1 dimensions. In [1] we also proved the existence of electrically and of magnetically charged
particles in this model.
Our intention here is to show the existence of dyonic states ωρ in the “free charge phase” of our
ZN -Higgs model, i.e. states carrying simultaneously electric and magnetic charges, ρ = (ε, µ). This
had been performed in the Z2 case in [6]. We construct the associated charged representations of
the observable algebra A as the GNS-triples (πρ,Hρ,Ωρ) obtained from ωρ. These representations
fall into equivalence classes labeled by the total charges qρ =
(∑
x
ε(x),
∑
p
µ(p)
)
∈ ZN × ZN . We
show that for each choice of q ∈ ZN × ZN the state bundle
Bq :=
⋃
ρ∈Dq
(ρ,Hρ)
over the discrete base space Dq := {ρ : qρ = q} is equipped with a non-flat connection, i.e. a
collection of unitary parallel transporters Uρ′,ρ : Hρ → Hρ′ depending on paths Γ from ρ to ρ′ in
Dq such that πρ′ = AdUρ′,ρ ◦ πρ. The holonomy of this connection is given by ZN -valued phases
which appear as winding numbers between “electric” Wilson loops and “magnetic” vortex loops in
the euclidean functional integral picture.
In an upcoming paper [10] this construction will be the starting point for an analysis of the
anyonic statistics of scattering states in these models.
At this point we should also mention the previous work of J. Fro¨hlich and P. A. Marchetti on the
construction of dyonic and anyonic states in the framework of euclidean lattice field theories ([7],
[8] and [9]). In their approach the analogue of our Hilbert spaces Hρ are obtained by Osterwalder-
Schrader reconstruction methods which makes it difficult to discuss the representation theoretic
background of the observable algebra.
In difference with their approach we work with the Hamiltonian description. In particular, we
construct our states as functionals on the quasi-local observable algebra generated by the time-zero
fields. As usual, in this approach the euclidean description reappears in the form of local transfer
matrices TV , whose ground state expectation values are given by functional integrals of the type
(1.1). Still, we interpret and motivate our constructions mostly algebraically and consider the
functional integral techniques only as a technical tool.
We now describe the plan of this paper in some more detail.
In Section 2 we introduce our basic setting. We follow the standard canonical quantization
prescription of gauge theories in A0 = 0 gauge to define the local algebras generated by the time-
zero fields. We then define an “euclidean dynamics” in terms of local transfer matrices whose ground
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states give rise to finite volume euclidean functional integral expectations with actions (1.2)-(1.3).
We also review the notion of external charges (related to a violation of Gauss’ law) in order to
distinguish them from the dynamical charges (“superselection sectors”) that we are interested in
this work.
Section 3 is devoted to the construction of dyonic sectors. We start with generalizing the
Fredenhagen-Marcu prescription to obtain dyonic states ωρ on our observable algebra A. We then
construct the associated GNS-representations (πρ,Hρ,Ωρ) of A and implement the euclidean dy-
namics by a global transfer matrix onHρ. We show that as representations of the “dynamic closure”
Aˆ ⊃ A (i.e. the ∗-algebra generated by A and the global transfer matrix) these representations
are irreducible and pairwise equivalent provided their total charges qρ ∈ ZN × ZN coincide. (We
also conjecture that they are dynamically inequivalent, if their total charges disagree). Finally we
show that the infimum of the energy spectrum in the dyonic sectors is uniquely fixed by requiring
charge conjugation symmetry and cluster properties of correlation functions for infinite space-like
separation.
In Section 4 we construct an intertwiner algebra on Hq = ⊕ρ∈DqHρ by defining electric and
magnetic “charge transporters” Eq(b), Mq(b) ∈ B(Hq) living on bonds b in Z2 and fulfilling local
Weyl commutation relations. In terms of these intertwiners we obtain a unitary connection U(Γ) :
Hρ →Hρ′ intertwining πρ and πρ′ for any path Γ : ρ→ ρ′ in Dq. The holonomy of this connection
is given by ZN -valued phases. We conclude by applying our connection to construct a unitary
implementation of the translation group in the dyonic sectors.
We remark at this point that we do not touch the question of the existence of dyonic particles in
these models, i.e. of particles in the dyonic sectors carrying simultaneously electric and magnetic
charges. To study the existence of such particles requires adaptation of the known Bethe-Salpeter
kernels methods for situations involving charged particles in lattice models. This will be performed
elsewhere. Clearly, if these particles exist they should be expected to show anyonic statistics among
themselves.
A good part of the methods and results used here has been extracted from [1] and we will often
refer to this paper when necessary. In particular, we will not repeat the proof of the convergence
of the polymer expansion we are going to use since this point has been discussed in detail in [1],
see however Appendix A for a short review. In fact, although polymer expansions are the main
technical tool of this work (as well as of all other works on ZN -Higgs models cited above), our
aim here is to formulate theorems and present results in a way which can be followed without
any detailed knowledge on cluster expansions. Following this strategy, we abandon all statistical
mechanics aspects of our proofs to Appendix B and reserve the main body of this work to exploit
algebraic and quantum field theoretical concepts.
Remarks on the notation. Due to a different focus our notation will differ in many points from
that of [1]. We will change our notation according to our needs of emphasis and clarity. The symbol
✷ indicates “end of statement” and the symbol indicates “end of proof”. Products of operators
run from the left to the right, i.e.,
∏n
a=1Aa means A1 · · ·An. For an invertible operator B, AdB
denotes the automorphism B · B−1. If A ⊂ B(H) is an algebra acting on a Hilbert space H then
we denote by A′ the commutant of A, i.e. the set of all operators of B(H) which commute with
all elements of A. Here B(H) is the algebra of all bounded operators acting on H.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank K. Fredenhagen for stimulating interest and several
useful discussions.
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2 The Basic Setting
We will always consider the lattice Zd, d = 2, 3 as a chain complex and denote by (Zd)p the
elementary positively oriented p-cells in Zd. We also use the standard terminology “sites”, “bonds”
and “plaquettes” for 0-, 1- and 2-cells, respectively. By a (finite) volume V ⊂ Zd we mean the
closed chain sub-complex generated by a (finite) union of elementary d-cells in (Zd)d. We denote
by Vp the set of elementary oriented p-cells in V where, by definition, a p-cell is contained in
Vp ⊂ (Zd)p if and only if it lies in the boundary of some (p+1)-cell contained in Vp+1. We denote
by Cp(V ) ≡ ZVp the set of p-chains in V and by Cp(V ) ≡ Cp(V,ZN) the set of ZN -valued cochains
with support in V (i.e. group homomorphisms α : Cp(V )→ ZN ). As usual we identify Cp(V ) with
the group of ZN -valued functions on (Z
d)p with support in Vp. Hence, for V ⊂ W we have the
natural inclusion Cp(V ) ⊂ Cp(W ). We also denote Cp := Cp(Zd) and define Cploc ⊂ Cp as the set
of p-cochains with finite support. Often we will identify an elementary p-cell c ∈ (Zd)p with its
characteristic p-cochain (i.e. taking the value 1 ∈ ZN on c and 0 ∈ ZN else).
Considered as a finite Abelian group Cp(V ) ∼= Z|Vp|N is self-dual for all finite V , the pairing
Cp × Cp → U(1) being given by the homomorphism
(α, β) 7→ ei〈α, β〉 := exp

2πi
N
∑
c∈Vp
α(c)β(c)

 (2.1)
We denote by d : Cp → Cp+1 and d∗ : Cp → Cp−1 the exterior derivative and its adjoint, such that
ei〈α, dβ〉 = ei〈d
∗α, β〉
for all α ∈ Cploc and all β ∈ Cp−1loc .
In the main body of this paper we will be working with “time-zero” fields, i.e. cochains defined
on the spatial lattice Z2. The translation to the euclidean functional integral formalism will bring
us to a space-time lattice Z3. To unload the notation we will use the same symbols for both pictures
as long as the meaning becomes obvious from the context. Hence, in both pictures ϕ ∈ C0 will
denote the Higgs field, α ∈ C1 will denote the gauge field and a gauge transformation consists of a
mapping (ϕ, α) 7→ (ϕ+ λ, α + dλ) with λ ∈ C0loc.
2.1 The Local Algebras
As is well known, a d + 1-dimensional lattice system described by (1.1,1.2) can typically also be
described as a quantum spin system, using the transfer matrix formalism. By this we mean an
operator algebra living on a d-dimensional spatial lattice, together with discrete “euclidean time”
translations given by e−tH , t ∈ Z, where T ≡ e−H is the transfer matrix. In this formulation
expectations like (1.1) represent the vacuum or ground state of the “euclidean” dynamics defined
by the transfer matrix.
We have described in detail the quantum spin system of our model in [1] (see also [2]). It
corresponds to the Weyl form of the usual canonical quantization prescription in temporal (α0 = 0)
gauge. Let us recall here its main ingredients.
On the spatial lattice Z2 we introduce the local algebra of time-zero Higgs and gauge fields in
the following way. To each x ∈ (Z2)0 we associate the unitary ZN -fields PH(x) and QH(x) and to
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each b ∈ (Z2)1 we associate the unitary ZN -fields PG(b) and QG(b) (the subscripts G and H stand
for “gauge” and “Higgs”, respectively) satisfying the relations:
PH(x)
N = QH(x)
N = PG(b)
N = QG(b)
N = 1l, (2.2)
and the ZN -Weyl algebra relations
PG(α)QG(β) = e
−i〈α, β〉QG(β)PG(α), (2.3)
PH(γ)QH(δ) = e
−i〈γ, δ〉QH(δ)PH(γ), (2.4)
where α, β ∈ C1loc and γ, δ ∈ C0loc play the roˆle of test functions, i.e. PH(γ) :=
∏
x∈(Z2)0
PH(x)
γ(x) etc.
Operators localized at different sites and bonds commute and the G-operators commute with the
H-operators.
We denote [δQH ](α) := QH(d
∗α), [δ∗PG](β) := PG(dβ) etc., 4 where d is the exterior derivative
on cochains and d∗ is its adjoint.
We will realize these operators by attaching to each lattice point x a Hilbert space Hx and to
each lattice bond b a Hilbert space Hb, where Hx ∼= Hb ∼= CN . The operators QH(x), PH(x), QG(b)
and PG(b) are given on Hx, and Hb, respectively, as matrices with matrix elements:
PH(x)a, b = PG(b)a, b = δa, b+1(modN) and (2.5)
QH(x)a, b = QG(b)a, b = δa, be
2pii
N
a, (2.6)
for a, b ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}.
The operators QH and QG have to be interpreted as the ZN versions of the Higgs field and
gauge field, respectively: QH(x) = e
2pii
N
ϕ(x), QG(x) = e
2pii
N
α(b), with ϕ and α taking values in ZN .
The operators PH and PG are their respective canonically conjugated “exponentiated momenta”,
i.e. shift operators by one ZN -unit. Hence these operators indeed provide the Weyl form of the
canonical quantization in α0 = 0 gauge, see also equation (2.11) below.
We denote by Floc the ∗-algebra generated by these operators. Denoting by F(V ) the C∗-sub-
algebra generated by QH(x), PH(x), QG(b) and PG(b) for x ∈ V0, b ∈ V1, V ⊂ Z2 finite, one has
Floc = ∪|V |<∞F(V ). The algebra F(V ) acts on HV := ⊗x∈V0Hx ⊗b∈V1 Hb. We will denote by F the
unique C∗-algebra generated by Floc. Without mentioning explicitly we will frequently use that by
continuity states ω on F or ∗-automorphisms γ of F are uniquely determined by their definition on
Floc.
Let S denote the group of spatial lattice translations by a ∈ Z2 and rotations by multiples of
π/2. S acts naturally on F as a group of ∗-automorphisms τg, g ∈ S, given by τg(QH(x)) = QH(gx)
etc.
We also have the group of local (time independent) gauge transformations G ≡ C0loc acting as
∗-automorphisms on F by
QH(α) 7→ e−i〈α, λ〉QH(α) , QG(γ) 7→ e−i〈γ, dλ〉QG(γ), (2.7)
4There was a misprint in these definitions in [1].
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and leaving all operators PH(x) and PG(b) invariant. These gauge transformations are implemented
by the unitaries G(λ) :=
∏
xG(x)
λ(x), where 5
G(x) := PH(x) [δ
∗PG] (x). (2.8)
Note that G(x)∗ = G(x)−1 = G(x)N−1. The operator G(x) is the generator of a ZN gauge trans-
formation at the point x, as one can easily checks. It can be interpreted as the lattice analog of
exp (−2πi(div E− ρ)/N).
We denote the gauge group algebraG ⊂ F as the Abelian C∗-sub-algebra generated by {G(x) | x ∈
Z
2} and put Gloc := G ∩ Floc and G(V ) := G ∩ F(V ).
The algebra of observables A is defined as the gauge invariant sub-algebra of F :
A := {A ∈ F : G(x)AG(x)∗ = A for all x ∈ Z2}, (2.9)
i.e. the commutant of G in F. We call A(V ) := F(V ) ∩ A and Aloc := ∪VA(V ). Then Aloc is the
norm dense sub-algebra generated by PG(b), PH(x) and
QGH(b) := QG(b) [δQH ] (b)
∗ (2.10)
for all x ∈ (Z2)0 and b ∈ (Z2)1.
We now provide a convenient “ket vector” notation for the local Hilbert spaces HV . Identifying
Hx ∼= Hb ∼= CN ∼= ℓ2(ZN) we may naturally denote ON-basis elements of Hx/b by |a〉, a ∈ ZN , i.e.
the characteristic functions on ZN . Correspondingly, ON-basis elements of HV are labeled by
|ϕ, α〉 = ⊗
x∈V0,b∈V1
(|ϕ(x)〉 ⊗ |α(b)〉) ,
where (ϕ, α) run through all “classical configurations”, i.e. ZN -valued 0- and 1-cochains, respec-
tively, with support in V.
With this notation the representation of our local field algebras F(V ) is immediately recognized
as the Weyl form of the canonical quantization in α0 = 0 gauge, i.e.
QH(χ) |ϕ, α〉 = ei〈ϕ,χ〉 |ϕ, α〉
QG(β) |ϕ, α〉 = ei〈α, β〉 |ϕ, α〉
PH(χ) |ϕ, α〉 = |ϕ+ χ, α〉
PG(β) |ϕ, α〉 = |ϕ, α + β〉
(2.11)
where χ and β denote ZN -valued 0- and 1-cochains, respectively, with support in V. The action of
the gauge transformations on HV now takes the usual form
G(λ) |ϕ, α〉 = |ϕ+ λ, α+ dλ〉.
It is well known that for a single site x ∈ Z2 the operators QH(x) and PH(x) generate EndHx
and similarly for QG(b) and PG(b). Hence F(V ) ∼= End (HV ) for all V implying Floc and F to
be simple [11]. On the other hand, the observable algebra A is not simple since it contains G in
5Here we replace our notation Q(x) of [1] by the more common one G(x) and also correct a misprint in equation.
(2.9) of [1].
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its center. However, since eventually we are only interested in representations π of A satisfying
π(G(x)) = 1l for all x ∈ Z2 (i.e. representations without external charges, see Section 2.4 below)
we might as well consider
B := A/J.
as our “essential” observable algebra, where J ⊂ A is the two-sided closed ideal generated by
{G(x) − 1l}x∈Z2 . In the obvious way we also define B(V ) = A(V )/J(V ) and Bloc = ∪V⊂Z2B(V ).
Then B is the C∗-closure of Bloc and by the same argument as above B is simple since we have
Lemma 2.1.1 For all finite closed boxes V ⊂ Z2 the algebras B(V ) are isomorphic to full matrix
algebras.
Proof: We transform to “unitary gauge” by defining a unitary U : HV → HV0 ⊗HV1 according to
U |ϕ, α〉 := |ϕ〉 ⊗ |α− dϕ〉 .
This gives
UG(χ)U−1 (|ϕ〉 ⊗ |α〉) = |ϕ+ χ〉 ⊗ |α〉
and therefore UG(V )U∗ = M(V )⊗ 1l, where M(V ) consists of all shift operators |ϕ〉 7→ |ϕ+χ〉 on
HV0 = ℓ2(C0(V )) ≡ ℓ2(Z|V0|N ). Now M(V ) being maximal Abelian in EndHV0 and A(V ) being the
commutant of G(V ) in F(V ) ≡ EndHV we conclude
UA(V )U∗ = (M(V )′ ∩ EndHV0)⊗ EndHV1
= M(V )⊗ EndHV1
from which B(V ) ∼= EndHV1 follows.
Note that the above transformation also gives
UPG(β)U
∗ |ϕ〉 ⊗ |α〉 = |ϕ〉 ⊗ |α + β〉
UQGH(β)U
∗ |ϕ〉 ⊗ |α〉 = |ϕ〉 ⊗ ei〈α, β〉|α〉
showing that B is generated by the field operators PG + J and QGH + J, the later being defined in
(2.10).
We conclude this subsection with introducing the concept of charge conjugation. On Floc we
define the charge conjugation iC to be the involutive ∗-automorphism given by
iC(QH/G(χ)) = QH/G(−χ) (2.12)
iC(PH/G(α)) = PH/G(−α) (2.13)
Then iC extends to F by continuity. The generators of gauge transformations satisfy iC(G(x)) =
G(x)∗ and therefore the observable algebra is invariant under iC :
iC(A) = A.
Also note that the restriction of iC to F(V ) is unitarily implemented on HV by |ϕ, α〉 → |−ϕ, −α〉.
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2.2 Local Transfer Matrices
Let us now introduce the dynamics by defining suitable finite volume transfer matrices. Infinite
volume transfer matrices will be defined later. The form of the transfer matrix is justified by its
finite volume ground state giving rise to the classical expectation associated with the euclidean
ZN -Higgs model (1.1).
We will consider local transfer matrices TV ∈ Aloc, for finite V ⊂ Z2, defined by:
TV = e
AV /2eBV eAV /2, (2.14)
with
AV :=
1√
N
∑
p∈V2
N−1∑
n=0
βg(n) [δQG] (p)
n +
1√
N
∑
b∈V1
N−1∑
n=0
βh(n)QGH(b)
n, (2.15)
and
BV :=
1√
N
∑
b∈V1
N−1∑
n=0
γg(n)PG(b)
n +
1√
N
∑
x∈V0
N−1∑
n=0
γh(n)PH(x)
n . (2.16)
Here βg/h and γg/h are even and real valued functions on ZN , such that TV is in fact positive, has
positive matrix elements and is invertible. Moreover, this also implies that TV is charge conjugation
invariant, iC(TV ) = TV .
In the basis |ϕ, α〉 ∈ HV these operators have matrix elements given by
eAV |ϕ, α〉 = exp−

∑
p∈V2
Sg(dα(p)) +
∑
b∈V1
Sh(dϕ(b)− α(b))

 |ϕ, α〉 (2.17)
and
〈ϕ′, α′| eBV |ϕ, α〉 = ∏
b∈V1
ρg(α(b)− α′(b))
∏
x∈V0
ρh(ϕ(x)− ϕ′(x)) (2.18)
where Sg and Sh are the euclidean actions (1.3) and where ρg and ρh are positive functions on ZN
determined by ∑
n ρg(n)PG(b)
n = exp
[
1√
N
∑
n γg(n)PG(b)
n
]
∑
n ρh(n)PH(x)
n = exp
[
1√
N
∑
n γh(n)PH(x)
n
]
.
With a suitable choice of the choice of the γg, h’s as functions of the βg, h’s one can arrange (see [1])
ρg,h = e
−Sg,h
and hence Tr T nV equals the partition function appearing in the denominator of (1.1) for a volume
Λ ≡ Vn := V × {0, . . . , n − 1} ⊂ Z3 with periodic boundary conditions in “time” direction (free
boundary conditions are also possible, see [2], [1] or below).
The euclidean dynamics is given by the strong limit of the non-∗ automorphisms of F generated
by the local transfer matrices:
α(A) := lim
V ↑Z2
α(A)V , A ∈ F, (2.19)
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where α(·)V is the automorphism of F defined through
α(A)V := TVAT
−1
V , A ∈ F. (2.20)
For A ∈ Floc the limit in (2.19) is already reached at finite V . In [1] and [2] the notation αi in place
of α was used, due to the interpretation of αi ≡ α as the generator of a translation by one unit in
imaginary (euclidean) time direction. Clearly, α commutes with the action of lattice translations
and rotations and with the charge conjugation iC .
In this work we will consider the classical expectations (1.1) in the so called “free charge phase”
of the ZN -gauge Higgs model. Let us introduce the functions g, h : ZN 7→ R+ defined by (see [1])
g(n) := exp(−Sg(n)), (2.21)
h(n) := F [exp(−Sh)] (n), (2.22)
for n ∈ ZN , where F is the Fourier transform of functions on ZN . ¿From now on we will fix the
additive constants βg(0) and βh(0) through the conditions g(0) = h(0) = 1. In [1] the infinite
volume limits of the classical expectations of local observables (1.1) have been shown to be analytic
functions of the couplings g(1), . . . , g(N − 1), h(1), . . . , h(N − 1) whenever
gc := max {|g(1)|, . . . , |g(N − 1)|} ≤ e−kg and (2.23)
hc := max {|h(1)|, . . . , |h(N − 1)|} ≤ e−kh, (2.24)
with kg, kh > 0, large enough. For this a polymer and cluster expansion has been used. The
above region of analyticity (for real couplings) is contained in the “free charge region” of the phase
diagram. This phase is characterized by the absence of screening and confinement. All results of
our present work, specifically those concerned with the existence and the properties of the charged
states are valid for gc and hc sufficiently small.
2.3 Ground States
In this subsection we recall the important definition of a ground state and discuss some of its basic
features. We start with introducing two useful concepts.
First, the adjoint γ∗ of an automorphism γ of a unital ∗-algebra C is defined through γ∗(A) :=
(γ(A∗))∗, A ∈ C. We have γ∗∗ = γ and γ is a ∗-automorphism iff γ = γ∗. For the composition of
automorphisms one has (α◦β)∗ = α∗ ◦β∗ and consequently α∗−1 = α−1 ∗. For an invertible element
A ∈ C one also has (Ad A)∗ = Ad A∗−1. For γ = α this in particular implies α∗ = α−1. Finally, if
ω is a γ-invariant state on C then trivially it is also γ∗-invariant.
Second, we say that a state ω on a ∗-algebra C has the cluster property for the automorphism
γ if, for all A, B ∈ C, one has
lim
n→∞ω(Aγ
n(B)) = ω(A)ω(B). (2.25)
We now come to a central definition which has first been introduced in [2].
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Definition 2.3.1 Let γ be a (not necessarily ∗-preserving) automorphism of a unital ∗-algebra C.
A state ω on C is called a “ground state” with respect to γ and C if it is γ-invariant and if
0 ≤ ω(A∗γ(A)) ≤ ω(A∗A), ∀A ∈ C. (2.26)
Actually γ-invariance follows from (2.26) (see, e.g. [1]). ✷
We will motivate this abstract definition below when we discuss the ground state of the finite
volume transfer matrix.
The following Lemma will be very useful for proving that certain states are ground states with
respect to our euclidean dynamics α (or suitable modifications of α to be introduced in Section
3.1). This Lemma was already implicitly used in [2].
Lemma 2.3.2 Let γ be an automorphism on a ∗-algebra C satisfying γ∗ = γ−1 and let ω be a
γ-invariant state on C which has the cluster property for γ. (Actually one just needs that, for each
A ∈ C, the sequence ω(A∗γa(A)), a ∈ N, is bounded). Then, for all A ∈ C,
|ω(A∗γ(A))| ≤ ω(A∗A). (2.27)
✷
The proof is easy. See [1].
We will now exhibit translation invariant ground states of the automorphism α. First, let us
explain in this context the heuristic motivation of Definition 2.3.1. If ΩV ∈ HV is the Frobenius
eigenvector of the finite volume transfer matrix TV with eigenvalue ‖TV ‖HV then, in face of the
positivity of TV , the inequalities
0 ≤
(
ΩV , A
∗TVAT−1V ΩV
)
≤ (ΩV , A∗AΩV ) (2.28)
obviously hold for any A ∈ F(V ).
This motivates to consider the relation (2.26) with γ = α as a characterization of a state replac-
ing the vector states ΩV for infinite volumes. One should notice here that the usual characterization
of a ground state of a quantum spin system as a state ω for which limV ↑Z2 ω(A∗[HV , A]) ≥ 0 for
all local A is inadequate for transfer matrix systems, due to the highly non-local character of the
Hamilton operator HV ≡ − lnTV (at least in more than two space-time dimensions).
Following [2], a translation invariant ground state for α with respect to the algebra F can be
obtained by
ω0(B) = lim
V ↑Z2
lim
n→∞
TrHV (T
n
VBT
n
VE
0
V )
TrHV (T
2n
V E
0
V )
, (2.29)
for B ∈ Floc, where E0V is an in principle arbitrary operator with positive matrix elements. Before
the limits V ↑ Z2 and n→∞ are taken the expression in the right-hand side of (2.29) is identical to
the classical expectation (1.1) in a volume V × {−n, . . . , n} ⊂ Z3 of a suitable classical observable
Bcl associated with B. A convenient choice for E
0
V giving free boundary conditions in time-direction
is (see [2])
E0V := e
AV /2 F 0V e
AV /2 (2.30)
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where
F 0V :=
∑
(ϕ, α), (ϕ′, α′)
|ϕ, α〉〈ϕ′, α′| (2.31)
Here the sum in (2.31) goes over all classical time-zero configurations with support in V , i.e.
0-cochains ϕ, ϕ′ ∈ C0(V ) and 1-cochains α, α′ ∈ C1(V ) .
The existence of the thermodynamic limit in (2.29) can be established using Griffiths’ inequal-
ities or the cluster expansions. The cluster expansions also provide a way to prove the translation
and rotation invariance of the limit state ω0. Another important fact derived from the cluster
expansion is that the restriction of ω0 to A has the cluster property for the automorphism α.
One of the most useful aspects of the Definition 2.3.1 of a ground state is the possibility to
define infinite volume transfer matrices. Indeed, if ω0 is a ground state of α with respect to F and
(π0(F), Ω0, H0) is the GNS-triple associated with ω0, we define, following [2], the infinite volume
transfer matrix T0 as the element of B(H0) given on the dense set π0(F)Ω0 by
T0π0(A)Ω0 := π0(α(A))Ω0, (2.32)
A ∈ F. One checks that this is a well-defined positive operator with 0 ≤ T0 ≤ 1. If moreover ω0
satisfies the cluster property (2.25), then Ω0 ∈ H0 is the unique (up to a phase) eigenvector of T0
with eigenvalue 1. Hence we call π0 the vacuum representation of (F, α).
Since ω0 is translation invariant we can also define a unitary representation of the translation
group in the vacuum sector through
U0(x)π0(A)Ω0 := π0(τx(A))Ω0, (2.33)
A ∈ F, x ∈ Z2. The momenta in the vacuum sector are therefore defined by U0(x) = exp(iP · x),
with sp P ∈ [−π, π]2 and the vacuum Ω0 is also the unique (up to a phase) translation invariant
vector in H0.
Next we remark that ω0 is also charge conjugation invariant. This can be seen from (2.29) by
using iC(TV ) = TV , iC(E
0
V ) = E
0
V and the fact that iC ↾ F(V ) is unitarily implemented on HV .
Hence, charge conjugation is implemented as a symmetry of the vacuum sector by the unitary
operator C0 ∈ B(H0) given on π0(F)Ω0 by
C0 π0(A)Ω0 := π0(iC(A))Ω0 (2.34)
When constructing charged states ωρ in Section 3 this will no longer hold, i.e. there we will have
ωρ ◦ iC = ω−ρ.
2.4 External Charges
Let π be a representation of the field algebra F on some separable Hilbert space Hπ and for q ∈ C0
let Hqπ ⊂ Hπ be the subspace of vectors ψ ∈ Hπ satisfying
π(G(x))ψ = e
2pii
N
q(x)ψ (2.35)
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for all x ∈ Z2. According to common terminology we call Hqπ the subspace with external electric
charge q, since the operators π(G(x)) implement the gauge transformations on Hπ. Clearly, since
A commutes with G we have
π(A)Hqπ ⊂ Hqπ . (2.36)
Moreover, using QH(x)G(x) = e
2πi/NG(x)QH(x) for all x ∈ Z2 we have
π(QH(q
′))Hqπ = Hq−q
′
π (2.37)
for all q′ ∈ C0loc. In particular, since QH(q)AQH(q)∗ = A, the representations of A on Hqπ and on
Hq−q′π are unitarily equivalent for all q′ with finite support. 6
Now Hqπ might be zero for general representations π and general external charge distributions
q (e.g. for the vacuum representation π0 and q with infinite support). In this work we are only
interested in representations π containing a non-trivial subspace H0π 6= 0 of zero external charge
(and therefore, by (2.37), also Hqπ 6= 0 for all external charges with finite support). Moreover, H0π
will always be cyclic under the action of π(Floc) and therefore we will always have
7
Hπ =
⊕
q∈C0
loc
Hqπ (2.38)
In fact, such a decomposition is always obtained for GNS-representations (πω, Ωω, Hω) associated
with states ω on F, provided Ωω ∈ Hqω for some q ∈ C0loc or, equivalently,
ω(F G(x)) = e2πi q(x)/N ω(F ) (2.39)
for all F ∈ F and all x ∈ (Z2)0. In this case we call ω an eigenstate (with external charge
q ∈ C0loc) of the gauge group algebra G. Note that ω is an eigenstate of G with external charge
q if and only if ω ◦ AdQH(q′) is an eigenstate with external charge q + q′. Correspondingly,
πω(QH(q
′)∗) Ωω ∈ Hq+q′ω will also be a cyclic vector for πω(F). Hence, without loss, we may restrict
ourselves to eigenstates ω of G with zero external charge. In fact, we will only be studying the
restrictions of representations π(A) to H0π as the “physical” subspace of Hπ, i.e. the subspace on
which “Gauss’ Law”, π(G(x)) = 1l, holds.
We emphasize that this notion of external (or “background”) charge is not to be confused
with the concept of (dynamically) charged states and the associated charged representations of A.
By this we mean representations of A with zero external charge, which are inequivalent to the
vacuum representation (at least when extended to a suitable “dynamic closure” Aˆ ⊃ A), e.g. by
the appearance of different mass spectra or the absence of a time and space translation invariant
“vacuum” vector.
By analogy with the terminology of quantum field theory we call an equivalence class of such
charged representations a superselection sector. They are the main interest of our work. Hence,
from now on by charged states we will always mean dynamically charged states in this later sense.
6Note, however, that this equivalence does not respect the dynamics, since AdQH(q) does not commute with α.
7Use that Floc = ⊕qAlocQH(q) is a grading labeled by q ∈ C0loc, i.e. the irreducible representations of G in Floc.
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3 The Construction of Dyonic Sectors
In [1] with the help of the cluster expansions (see Appendix A) we were able to show the existence
of electrically and of magnetically charged sectors in the “free charges” phase of the ZN -Higgs
model. We also proved the existence of massive charged 1-particle states in these sectors.
This section is devoted to the construction of states and the associated sectors which are at
the same time electrically and magnetically charged. Following the common use we call them
dyonic states. Hereby we generalize and improve ideas from [6], where such states have been first
constructed for the Z2-Higgs model. In [10] we will continue this analysis by constructing scattering
states in the dyonic sectors and identifying these to constitute an “anyonic Fock space” over the
above mentioned 1-particle states.
We start in Section 3.1 with reformulating the Fredenhagen-Marcu construction for charged
states ωρ by defining them as the thermodynamic limit of ground states of modified local transfer
matrices TV (ρ). For ρ = (ε, µ) these modified transfer matrices correspond to modified Hamiltoni-
ans, where the kinetic term in the Higgs fields is replaced by
1
2
(πH , πH)→ 1
2
(πH + ε, πH + ε)
and the magnetic self energy is replaced by
1
2
(dα, dα)→ 1
2
(dα + µ, dα+ µ).
In the functional integral these states are represented by euclidean expectations in the background
of infinitely long vertical Wilson and vortex lines sitting above sites x ∈ (Z2)0 and plaquettes
p ∈ (Z2)2, respectively, of the time-zero plane Z2. Their ZN -values are given by the the values of
the electric charges ε(x) and the magnetic charges µ(p), respectively.
In Section 3.2 we construct the charged representations πρ of A associated with the states ωρ
and the global transfer matrices implementing the euclidean dynamics in πρ.
In Section 3.3 we prove that πρ and πρ′ are dynamically equivalent whenever their total charges
coincide, qρ = qρ′. We also conjecture that otherwise they are dynamically inequivalent and give
some criteria for a proof.
In Section 3.4 we show that the infimum of the energy spectrum in the dyonic sectors may be
uniquely normalized by imposing charge conjugation symmetry and the requirement of decaying
interaction energies between two charge distributions in the limit of infinite spatial separation.
We recall once more that without mentioning explicitly all results of this section are valid in
the free charge phase, i.e. for gc and hc (defined in (2.23, 2.24)) sufficiently small.
3.1 Dyonic States
We first recall the idea behind the Fredenhagen-Marcu (FM) string operator and its use in the
construction of electrically charged states [2]. Starting from the usual method to create localized
electric dipole states by applying a Mandelstam string operator to the vacuum
Ωx, y := φ(x)φ(y)
∗ei
∫ y
x
Aidz
i
Ω, (3.1)
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Fredenhagen and Marcu [2] proposed a modification so as to keep the energy of the dipole state
Ωx, y finite as y →∞. Using our lattice notation the FM-proposal reads 8
ΩFMx,y := limn→∞ cnQH(x)QH(y)
∗T n0 QG(sxy)Ω. (3.2)
Here sx,y is an arbitrary path connecting x to y in our spatial lattice, T0 = e
−H is the global
transfer matrix in the vacuum sector and cn > 0 is a normalization constant to get ‖ΩFMx,y ‖ = 1.
Note that ΩFMx,y still lies in the vacuum sector and has zero external charge. In a second step one
may then send one of the charges to infinity 9 to obtain dynamically charged states as expectation
values on Aloc
ωx(A) := lim
y→∞
(
ΩFMx,y , AΩ
FM
x,y
)
, A ∈ Aloc. (3.3)
Note that as a limit of eigenstates of G with zero external charge, ωx is also an eigenstate
of G with zero external charge. Using duality transformations, an analogous procedure for the
construction of magnetically charged states has been given in [1].
In order to be able to discuss dyonic states within a common formalism, we now pick up an
observation of [1] to reformulate the above construction as follows. First we recall from [2] that in
our range of couplings we have
ΩFMx,y = QH(x)QH(y)
∗ψx, y, (3.4)
where ψx,y ∈ Hδx−δy0 is the unique (up to a phase) ground state vector of the restricted global transfer
matrix T0 ↾ Hδx−δy0 , where Hδx−δy0 ⊂ H0 is the subspace of an external electric charge-anticharge
pair sitting at x and y, respectively. In fact, by looking at (3.2) we have
ψx, y = s− lim
n→∞ cnT
n
0 QG(sx, y)Ω (3.5)
and using our cluster expansion it is easy to check that the limit exists independently of the chosen
string sx,y connecting x to y.
To avoid the use of external charges (for which we do not have a magnetic analogue) we now
equivalently reformulate this by saying that ΩFMx,y is the unique (up to a phase) ground state vector
of the modified transfer matrix T0(δx − δy) defined by
T0(δx − δy) := QH(x)QH(y)∗T0QH(y)QH(x)∗ ↾ H00 (3.6)
where H00 ⊂ H0 is the subspace without external charges. Since this modified transfer matrix
generates a modified dynamics given by
α′ = Ad (Q(x)Q(y)∗) ◦ α ◦ Ad (Q(y)Q(x)∗)
we conclude that the state A 7→ (ΩFMx,y , AΩFMx,y ) is a ground state of α′ when restricted to the
observable algebra, A ∈ A. A similar statement holds for magnetic dipole states and magnetically
modified transfer matrices [1], see also below.
To treat electric and magnetic charges simultaneously we now generalize this construction as
follows. Let DE ≡ C0loc and DM ≡ C2loc denote the set of ZN -valued 0-cochains (≡ electric charge
8By a convenient abuse of notation we often drop the symbol pi0 when referring to the vacuum representation.
9Actually, in [2] the two limits, (3.2) and (3.3), were performed simultaneously.
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distributions) and 2-cochains (≡ magnetic charge distributions), respectively, with finite support in
our spatial lattice Z2, and let D = DE ×DM . For ρ = (ε, µ) ∈ D, supp ρ ⊂ V0 × V2, we generalize
(3.6) and define the modified local transfer matrices in a finite volume V ⊂ Z2 as the element of
A(V ) given by
TV (ρ) := Z(µ)
1/2QH(ε)TVQH(ε)
∗Z(µ)1/2, (3.7)
where we have used the notations
QH(ε) :=
∏
x∈(Z2)0
QH(x)
ε(x) (3.8)
and
Z(µ) :=
∏
p∈(Z2)2
Z(µ(p))(p). (3.9)
Here the gauge invariant operator Z(n)(p), n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, is defined by (see also [1])
Z(n)(p) = exp

 1√N
N−1∑
j=0
βg(j)
(
exp
(
2πi
N
jn
)
− 1
)
(δQG(p))
j

 . (3.10)
On our local Hilbert spaces HV it acts by
Z(n)(p) |ϕ, α〉 = e
−Sg(dα(p)+n)
e−Sg(dα(p))
|ϕ, α〉 . (3.11)
Hence, this operator can be interpreted as the operator creating a vortex with magnetic charge n at
the plaquette p. The definition (3.7) is also motivated by the fact that under duality transformations
we roughly have TV (ε, 0)↔ TV ∗(0, ε∗), see [1] for the precise statement. Also note that iC(TV (ρ)) =
TV (−ρ) and that TV (ρ) is still gauge invariant, i.e. TV (ρ) ∈ Aloc.
In a formal continuum notation, these modified transfer matrices correspond to modified Hamil-
tonians, where the kinetic term in the Higgs fields is replaced by
1
2
(πH , πH)→ 1
2
(πH + ε, πH + ε) (3.12)
and the magnetic self energy is replaced by
1
2
(dα, dα)→ 1
2
(dα + µ, dα+ µ). (3.13)
Together with these modified transfer matrices we also have a modified euclidean dynamics αρ
given by the automorphism of F
αρ(A) := lim
V ↑Z2
TV (ρ)ATV (ρ)
−1, A ∈ F, (3.14)
such that α0 ≡ α. As in the case of α0, for each A ∈ Floc the limit above is already reached at
finite V . Moreover αρ(A) = A and
iC ◦ αρ = α−ρ ◦ iC . (3.15)
We emphasize that we introduce these modifications not as a substitute of our original “true”
dynamics, but for technical reasons only. ¿From (3.7) we conclude
αρ = Ad Kρ ◦ α0 ◦ Ad K∗ρ = Ad Lρ ◦ α0, (3.16)
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where
Kρ := Z(µ)
1/2QH(ǫ) ∈ Floc (3.17)
and
Lρ := Kρα0(K
∗
ρ) = TV (ρ)TV (0)
−1 ∈ Aloc. (3.18)
the last equality holding for V large enough. Note also that for ρ = (µ, ǫ) and ρ′ = (µ′, ǫ′) such
that supp µ ∩ supp µ′ = ∅ one has
Kρ+ρ′ = KρKρ′. (3.19)
If the distance between supp ρ and supp ρ′ is large enough one also has
Lρ+ρ′ = LρLρ′ . (3.20)
Next, we define the total charge, qρ ∈ ZN × ZN , of a distribution ρ = (ǫ, µ) ∈ D as
qρ = (eǫ, mµ) :=
(∑
x
ε(x),
∑
p
µ(p)
)
(3.21)
and put
Dq := {ρ ∈ D | qρ = q}. (3.22)
Then, for all ρ = (ε, µ) ∈ D0, (i.e. with vanishing total charge), there exist 1-cochains, sε and sµ,
with finite support, such that
d∗sε = −ε and dsµ = −µ (3.23)
This allows to generalize the FM-construction and define, for ρ = (ε, µ) ∈ D0, the family of states
ωρ on A as ground states of the modified dynamics αρ by the following method.
As already observed in [2] and [1], ground states for the modified transfer matrices can be
obtained by taking the thermodynamic limit of the state defined by the formula
ωV, ρ(A) = lim
n→∞ω
n
V, ρ(A), (3.24)
where
ωnV, ρ(A) =
TrHV (TV (ρ)
nATV (ρ)
nEρV )
TrHV (TV (ρ)2nE
ρ
V )
, A ∈ F(V ), (3.25)
and where EρV is some suitably chosen matrix to adjust the boundary conditions. There are two
possibilities we will discuss. The first one is EρV = 1l, thus getting periodic boundary conditions
in euclidean time direction for the classical expectations associated with ωnV, ρ(A). In order to un-
derstand what happens algebraically one checks that, for µ = 0, the desired ground state simply
becomes ω0 ◦ Ad QH(ǫ), which is a state with external electric charge. Hence, the resulting repre-
sentation of A would be equivalent to the vacuum representation. A similar statement holds for
µ 6= 0. Since this is not the kind of state we are interested in let us look at the second case.
There we choose EρV in such a way that we get free boundary conditions in the euclidean time
direction for the classical expectations associated with ωnV, ρ(A), together with horizontal electric
and magnetic strings “conducting” the charges among the points of the the support of ǫ and µ,
respectively, and located in the highest and in the lowest time-slices of Vn := V × {−n, . . . , n}.
Hence we choose 1-cochains sǫ and sµ obeying (3.23) and put
EρV :=
[
Z(µ)−1/2M(sµ)QGH(sε)
]
E0V
[
Z(µ)−1/2M(sµ)QGH(sε)
]∗
. (3.26)
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Here E0V has been defined in (2.30), QGH(b) are the gauge invariant link operators (2.10) and
M(sµ) := e
−AV /2e−BV PG(sµ)eBV eAV /2 ≡ e−AV /2PG(sµ)eAV /2 (3.27)
Note that M(sµ) ∈ A(V ) for all V containing suppµ∪ supp sµ and that M(sµ) is actually indepen-
dent of V provided the distance between supp sµ and the boundary ∂V is ≥ 2. The motivation for
this definition comes from its effect in the euclidean functional integral, where QGH(sε) produces
a superposition of electric Mandelstam strings connecting the charges described by ε along the
support of sε. Similarly, the operator Z(µ)
−1/2M(sµ) creates magnetic Mandelstam strings joining
the plaquettes of supp µ via the support of sµ. In the functional integral this magnetic string will
appear in the form of shifted (or frustrated) vertical plaquettes placed between the first two and
the last two time-slices of the space-time volume Vn.
This can be seen by looking at the product TV (ρ)Z(µ)
−1/2M(sµ) appearing in (3.25) due to the
definition (3.26). There, the factor Z(µ)−1/2e−AV /2e−BV gets canceled by a corresponding factor in
TV (ρ) and the matrix elements of PG(sµ)e
BV (coming next according to (3.27)) are given by
〈ϕ′, α′|PG(sµ)eBV |ϕ, α〉 = exp

−∑
b∈V1
Sg(α(b)− α′(b) + sµ(b))−
∑
x∈V0
Sh(ϕ(x)− ϕ′(x))

 (3.28)
After transforming the functional integral expression for (3.25) to unitary gauge the shift sµ(b) in
(3.28) appears on the vertical plaquette spanned by the horizontal bond b and the time-like bond
〈tn−1, tn〉 (and similarly, but with opposite sign at 〈t−n, t−n+1〉).
The above construction of charged states can be understood as analogous to the construction
of Fredenhagen and Marcu, except that, at finite volume, the horizontal Mandelstam strings are
already located at the highest (respectively lowest) time-slices.
Given the definition (3.26), the limit (3.24) is actually independent of the choice of the horizontal
strings sε and sµ satisfying (3.23) and we can take the thermodynamic limit to obtain
ωρ(A) := lim
V ↑Z2
ωV, ρ(A). (3.29)
Note that G(x)E0V = E
0
V implies G(x)E
ρ
V = E
ρ
V for all x ∈ V and therefore ωρ provides an eigenstate
of G with zero external charge. Also note that the boundary conditions (3.26 / 3.27) now imply
ωρ ◦ iC = ω−ρ . (3.30)
Rewriting (3.29) in terms of euclidean expectation values in the unitary gauge we get an ex-
pectation of a classical function Acl, ρ associated with A in the presence of both, “electric” Wilson
loops LE(sε, n) living on bonds and “magnetic” vortex loops LM(sµ, n) living on plaquettes, i.e.
ωρ(A) = 〈Acl, ρ〉ρ := limV limn Z
−1
LE ,LM
∫
daAcl, ρ(a)e
−SG(da+LM )−SH (a)e
2pii
N
(a,LE) (3.31)
where a denotes the euclidean lattice ZN -gauge field a := dϕ − α (unitary gauge) and ZLE,LM is
the normalization such that ωρ(1l) = 1. Here the vertical parts of the loops LE and LM run from
euclidean time t = −n to t = +n and are spatially located at the supports of ε and µ, respectively.
The horizontal parts of LE and LM are given by the 1-cochains ±sε/µ (3.23), shifted to the euclidean
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time slice ±n, respectively. To be more precise, LE(sε, n) ∈ C1(Vn) is the unique 1-cochain on the
euclidean space-time lattice Z3 satisfying d∗LE(sε, n) = 0 together with the condition that its
horizontal part is nonzero only on the time slices ±n, where it coincides with ±sε. Similarly,
LM(sµ, n) ∈ C2(Vn) is the unique 2-cochain on Z3 satisfying dLM(sµ, n) = 0 plus the condition that
the horizontal part of its dual 1-cochain is non-vanishing only on the time slices ±(n− 1/2), where
it coincides with the dual of ±sµ.
We will refer to such expectations by the following symbolic picture
ωρ(A) = lim
n, V
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The dotted box indicates the space-time volume Vn. The shaded region in the numerator indicates
the support of the classical function Acl associated with an observable A. The bold face vertical
lines indicate the vertical part of the loops LM , i.e. the stacks of horizontal plaquettes whose
projection onto the time-zero plane is given by µ. They are the euclidean realization of magnetic
vortices located at µ. The dashed vertical lines indicate the vertical part of the loops LE. Their
projection onto the time-zero plane is given by ε. They are the euclidean realization of electric
charges located at ε. For finite n all vertical lines actually close to loops via the strings ±sε/µ
running in (or just inside of) the horizontal boundary of Vn. In the limit n→∞ the choice of these
horizontal parts becomes irrelevant. In fact, applying our cluster expansion techniques [1] we have
Proposition 3.1.1 For all ρ ∈ D0 the limit (3.29) provides a well defined state ωρ on F which is
independent of the choice of 1-chains (sε, sµ) satisfying (3.23). Moreover, ωρ ↾ A provides a ground
state with respect to the modified dynamics αρ fulfilling the cluster property. ✷
Generalizing equation (3.2) we will show in Theorem 3.3.2 below, that for all ρ ∈ D0, i.e. with
vanishing total charge, the states ωρ are actually induced by vectors in the vacuum sector H00.
To get charged states ωρ for ρ ∈ Dq, q 6= 0, we now have to move a counter-charge to infinity.
To this end let ρ · a denote the translate of ρ by a ∈ Z2. Then ρ− ρ′ · a ∈ D0 for all ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq.
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Proposition 3.1.2 For A ∈ Floc, 0 6= q ∈ ZN × ZN arbitrary and ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq let
ωρ(A) := lim
a→∞ωρ−ρ′·a(A). (3.33)
Then the limit exists independently of the chosen sequence a → ∞ and it is independent of ρ′.
Moreover ωρ ↾ A provides a ground state with respect to the modified dynamics αρ fulfilling the
cluster property. ✷
Clearly, (3.33) implies that now (3.30) also holds for qρ 6= 0.
Next, we note that the symmetry group S of our spatial square lattice (i.e. consisting of
translations by a ∈ Z2 and rotations by 1
2
nπ) acts naturally from the right on Dq by (ρ · g)(x) :=
ρ(g · x) and we obviously have ωV, ρ ◦ τg = ωg−1V, ρ·g for all g ∈ S. Hence we get the
Corollary 3.1.3 For all g ∈ S and all ρ ∈ D we have ωρ·g = ωρ ◦ τg, where τg denotes the natural
action of S on F. ✷
We now give an interpretation of these states as charged states in the following sense. For
V ⊂ Z2, finite, define the charge measuring operators
ΦE(V ) :=
∏
x∈V
δ∗PG(x) and ΦM(V2) :=
∏
p∈V2
δQG(p), (3.34)
These operators are lattice analogues of the continuum expressions exp−i ∫ ∇E and exp i ∫ dA,
respectively, i.e. they measure the total electric charge inside V and the total magnetic flux through
V , respectively. As in Theorem 6.2 of [1] we have
Proposition 3.1.4 If V ⊂ Z2 is e.g. a square centered at the origin, one has, under the conditions
of Proposition 3.1.2:
lim
V ↑Z2
ωρ(Φ
E(V ))
ω0(ΦE(V ))
= exp
(
2πieǫ
N
)
, (3.35)
lim
V ↑Z2
ωρ(Φ
M (V2))
ω0(ΦM(V2))
= exp
(
2πimµ
N
)
. (3.36)
where eǫ and mµ were defined in (3.21). ✷
We omit the proof here, since it is analogous to the equivalent one found in [1].
Finally, we check that our charges have Abelian composition rules. Since, as opposed to the
DHR-theory of superselection sectors [12], the states ωρ are not given in terms of localized endo-
morphisms, we take the following statement as a substitute for this terminology.
Proposition 3.1.5 Let ρ, ρ′ ∈ D and for each a ∈ Z2 let ωρ and ωρ+ρ′·a be given by Propositions
3.1.1 or 3.1.2, respectively. Then
lim
a→∞ωρ+ρ′·a = ωρ.✷
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Proposition 3.1.5 is actually a special case of the following more general factorization property,
which will be important in the construction of scattering states in [10].
Theorem 3.1.6 Let ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D and for a ∈ Z2 put ρ(a) := ρ1 + ρ2 · a. Then, for all A, A′, B and
B′ ∈ Aloc and all n ∈ N0
lim
|a|→∞
ωρ(a)
(
τ−1a (B)Aα
n
ρ(a)(A
′τ−1a (B
′))
)
=
ωρ1
(
Aαnρ1(A
′)
)
ωρ2
(
Bαnρ2(B
′)
)
. (3.37)
✷
A sketch of the proofs of Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.6 is given in the Appendices
B.1- B.3.
3.2 Global Transfer Matrices
Given the family of dyonic states ωρ on A we denote by (πρ,Hρ,Ωρ) the associated GNS represen-
tation πρ of A on the Hilbert space Hρ with cyclic vector Ωρ ∈ Hρ. (From now on we will no longer
consider external charges, and therefore we simplify the notation by putting Hρ ≡ H0ρ). On Hρ we
define a modified global transfer matrix Tρ by putting for A ∈ A
Tρπρ(A)Ωρ = e
−Eρπρ(αρ(A))Ωρ, (3.38)
where Eρ ∈ R is an additive normalization constant, which will be determined later to appropriately
adjust the self energies of the charge distributions ρ relative to each other.
Theorem 3.2.1 For all ρ ∈ D equation (3.38) uniquely defines a positive bounded operator on Hρ,
0 ≤ Tρ ≤ e−Eρ (3.39)
which is invertible on πρ(A)Ωρ and implements the modified dynamics, i.e. AdTρ ◦ πρ = πρ ◦ αρ.
Moreover, CΩρ is the unique eigenspace of Tρ with maximal eigenvalue e
−Eρ ≡ ‖Tρ‖. ✷
As a warning we recall that the charged states ωρ are ground states only with respect to the modified
euclidean dynamics αρ and only when restricted to the observable algebra A ⊂ F. Hence, although
πρ and Tρ could easily be extended to F and πρ(F)Ωρ, respectively, Ωρ would not necessarily be a
ground state of Tρ in this enlarged Hilbert space containing external charges. However, since we
will never look at external charges we will not be bothered by such a possibility.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. First Tρ is well defined on πρ(A)Ωρ, since πρ(A)Ωρ = 0 implies
ωρ(BA) = 0 for allB ∈ A and therefore e2Eρ‖Tρπρ(A)‖2 = ωρ (αρ(A)∗αρ(A)) = ωρ
(
α−1ρ (αρ(A)
∗)A
)
=
0 by αρ-invariance of ωρ. Since αρ is invertible, Tρ is invertible on πρ(A)Ωρ. Moreover, by the ground
state property we have
(πρ(A)Ωρ, Tρπρ(A)Ωρ) = e
−Eρωρ(A∗αρ(A)) ≤ e−Eρωρ(A∗A), (3.40)
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which implies 0 ≤ Tρ ≤ e−Eρ . The identity Ad Tρ ◦ πρ = πρ ◦αρ is obvious. Finally, let Pρ ∈ B(Hρ)
be the projection onto the eigenspace of Tρ with eigenvalue e
−Eρ and
◦
P ρ= Pρ−|Ωρ〉〈Ωρ|. Then, for
all A, B ∈ A,
lim
n
ωρ(A
∗αnρ (B)) = limn e
nEρ(πρ(A)Ωρ, T
n
ρ πρ(B)Ωρ)
= (πρ(A)Ωρ, Pρπρ(B)Ωρ)
= ωρ(A
∗)ωρ(B) + (πρ(A)Ωρ,
◦
P ρ πρ(B)Ωρ). (3.41)
Hence the cluster property implies
◦
P ρ= 0.
Given the modified global transfer matrices Tρ we now use relation (3.16) to define on Hρ the
family of transfer matrices
Tρ(ρ
′) := πρ(Lρ′L−1ρ )Tρ, (3.42)
where Lρ has been given in (3.18). Hence, Tρ ≡ Tρ(ρ) and we have
Corollary 3.2.2 For all ρ, ρ′ ∈ D the operators Tρ(ρ′) are positive and bounded on Hρ and
AdTρ(ρ
′) ◦ πρ = πρ ◦ αρ′. (3.43)
✷
Proof of Corollary 3.2.2. For the purpose of this proof we consider temporarily the enlarged
GNS-triple (πρ(F), Ωρ, Hρ), where Hρ now is the closure of πρ(F)Ωρ and contains vector states
with external electric charges. Equation (3.43) follows immediately from (3.16). To see that Tρ(ρ
′)
is positive we use Lρ = Kρα0(K
∗
ρ), for Kρ defined in (3.17), to conclude
Tρ(ρ
′) = πρ(Kρ′)Tρ(0)πρ(K∗ρ′)
= πρ(Kρ′K
−1
ρ )Tρ(ρ)πρ(K
∗−1
ρ K
∗
ρ′), (3.44)
which is positive since Tρ(ρ) ≡ Tρ is positive.
In view of this result we call Tρ(0) the unmodified (“true”) global transfer matrix, since it
implements the original dynamics α ≡ α0. We also have the following important
Corollary 3.2.3 Let Aρ ⊂ B(Hρ) be the ∗-algebra generated by πρ(A) and Tρ(0). Then the com-
mutant of Aρ is trivial: A′ρ = C 1l. ✷
Proof of Corollary 3.2.3. Since Tρ(ρ) ∈ Aρ we have [B, Tρ(ρ)] = 0 for all B ∈ A′ρ which
implies BΩρ = λΩρ for some λ ∈ C by the uniqueness of the ground state vector Ωρ of Tρ(ρ). Hence
Bπρ(A)Ωρ = πρ(A)BΩρ = λπρ(A)Ωρ for all A ∈ A and therefore B = λ1l.
In view of Corollary 3.2.3 we may consider πρ as an irreducible representation of an extension
Aˆ ⊃ A such that Aρ = πρ(Aˆ). Algebraically Aˆ is defined to be the crossed product of A with the
semi-group N0 acting by n 7→ αn ∈ AutA. Described in terms of generators and relations Aˆ is
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the ∗-algebra generated by A and a new selfadjoint element t ≡ t(0) with commutation relation
tA = α(A)t for all A ∈ A. Note that the construction (2.32) shows that any GNS-representation πω
of A from an α-invariant state ω naturally extends to a representation of Aˆ. Moreover, Tω = πω(t)
is positive provided the first inequality in (2.26) holds. Using (3.18) we may also define
t(ρ) := Lρ t ∈ Aˆ. (3.45)
Then t(ρ) = t(ρ)∗ (since α(L∗ρ) = Lρ)) and t(ρ)A = αρ(A) t(ρ) for all A ∈ A. By (3.42) this
implies that also πρ extends to a representation of Aˆ by defining for fixed ρ and all ρ
′
πρ(t(ρ
′)) := cρ Tρ(ρ′) (3.46)
where cρ > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily.
3.3 Global Charges
In this section we show that two charged representations of A, πρ and π
′
ρ, are dynamically equivalent
if their total charges coincide, qρ1 = qρ2 . Here we take as an appropriate notion of equivalence the
following
Definition 3.3.1 Two representations, π and π′, of A are called dynamically equivalent, if they
both extend to representations of Aˆ and if there exists a unitary intertwiner U : Hπ → Hπ′ such
that U π(A) = π′(A)U for all A ∈ A and U π(t) = c π′(t)U for some constant c > 0. ✷
The use of the constant c is to allow for the possibility of different zero-point normalizations
of the energy. Clearly, by rescaling the global transfer matrices one can always achieve c = 1. To
prove that for qρ = q
′
ρ the representations πρ and π
′
ρ are dynamically equivalent in this sense we
first show
Proposition 3.3.2 Let q ∈ ZN × ZN be fixed and let ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq. Then there exists a unique (up
to a phase) unit vector Φρ,ρ′ ∈ Hρ such that Tρ(ρ′) Φρ,ρ′ = ‖Tρ(ρ′)‖Φρ,ρ′. Moreover, Φρ,ρ′ ∈ Hρ is
cyclic for πρ(A) and it induces the state ωρ′, i.e.
(Φρ,ρ′ , πρ(A)Φρ,ρ′) = ωρ′(A), ∀A ∈ A. (3.47)
✷
Proof: We adapt the proof of Theorem 6.4 of [2] to our setting. Hence we pick 1-cochains ℓε, ℓm ∈
C1loc such that (d∗ℓe, dℓm) = ρ− ρ′ ∈ D0 and define
Φnρ,ρ′ :=
Tρ(ρ
′)nΩρ,ρ′
‖Tρ(ρ′)nΩρ,ρ′‖ (3.48)
where
Ωρ,ρ′ := πρ(Aρ,ρ′(ℓe, ℓm)) Ωρ (3.49)
Aρ,ρ′(ℓe, ℓm) := Z(µ
′)−1/2M(ℓm)QGH(ℓe)Z(µ)1/2 (3.50)
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and where µ, µ′ denote the magnetic components in ρ, ρ′. Using the definitions (3.24-3.29) we
check in Appendix B.5 that the sequence of states (Φnρ,ρ′ , πρ(A)Φ
n
ρ,ρ′) converges to ωρ′(A) for all
A ∈ Aloc. We also show, that Φnρ,ρ′ is actually a Cauchy sequence in Hρ and therefore
Φρ,ρ′ := lim
n
Φnρ,ρ′ ∈ Hρ (3.51)
exists. By construction it is an eigenvector of Tρ(ρ
′) with eigenvalue
λρ′ = lim
n
‖Tρ(ρ′)n+1Ωρ,ρ′‖
‖Tρ(ρ′)nΩρ,ρ′‖ = limn (Φ
n
ρ,ρ′ , Tρ(ρ
′)2Φnρ,ρ′)
1/2 (3.52)
Let now Hρ,ρ′ := πρ(A)Φρ,ρ′ ⊂ Hρ. Then Tρ(ρ′)Hρ,ρ′ ⊂ Hρ,ρ′ and therefore πρ(Aˆ)Hρ,ρ′ ⊂ Hρ,ρ′ by
(3.46). Hence Hρ,ρ′ = Hρ by Corollary 3.2.3. By the cluster property of ωρ′ with respect to αρ′ we
conclude λρ′ = ‖Tρ(ρ′)‖ and similarly as in (3.41) the associated eigenspace must be 1-dimensional.
For later purposes we emphasize that Proposition 3.3.2 in particular implies that the choice of
(ℓe, ℓm) in (3.49) only influences the phase of the limit vector Φρ,ρ′ in (3.51).
Using Proposition 3.3.2 we now get the equivalence of charged representations whenever their
total charge coincides.
Theorem 3.3.3 Let ρ, ρ′ ∈ D and qρ = qρ′. Then πρ and πρ′ are dynamically equivalent and
‖Tρ(0)‖
‖Tρ′(0)‖ =
‖Tρ(ρ′′)‖
‖Tρ′(ρ′′)‖ ∀ρ
′′ ∈ D (3.53)
Proof: Let U : Hρ′ →Hρ be given on πρ′(A)Ωρ′ by
Uπρ′(A)Ωρ′ := πρ(A)Φρ,ρ′ . (3.54)
Then U extends to a unitary intertwining πρ′ and πρ. Moreover, since Tρ′(ρ
′) and Tρ(ρ′) implement
αρ′ on Hρ′ and Hρ, respectively, one immediately concludes
UTρ′(ρ
′)‖Tρ′(ρ′)‖−1 = Tρ(ρ′)‖Tρ(ρ′)‖−1U (3.55)
Using (3.42) this implies
UTρ′(ρ
′′)‖Tρ′(ρ′)‖−1 = Tρ(ρ′′)‖Tρ(ρ′)‖−1U ∀ρ′′ ∈ D (3.56)
and therefore πρ and πρ′ are dynamically equivalent in the sense of Definition 3.3.1. Finally, (3.56)
immediately implies (3.53).
We now recall that fixing ‖Tρ(ρ)‖ ≡ e−Eρ for a given ρ ∈ D amounts to fixing ‖Tρ(ρ′′)‖ for any
other ρ′′ ∈ D. Hence, Theorem 3.3.3 shows that the energy normalization Eρ, ρ ∈ Dq, in (3.38) may
be fixed up to a constant depending only on the total charge q by requiring ‖Tρ(ρ′′)‖ = ‖Tρ′(ρ′′)‖
for all ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq and some (and hence all) ρ′′ ∈ D. In particular we now take ρ′′ = 0 and require
‖Tρ(0)‖ = e−ǫ(q), ∀ρ ∈ Dq (3.57)
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for some - as yet undetermined - function ǫ(q) ∈ R describing the “minimal self-energy” in the
sector with total charge q ∈ ZN × ZN . In the next subsection we will appropriately fix ǫ(q) such
that 2ǫ(q) ≡ ǫ(q) + ǫ(−q) gives the minimal energy needed to create a pair of charge-anticharge
configurations of total charge ±q from the vacuum and separate them apart to infinite distance.
We close this subsection by remarking that we expect conversely (at least for a generic choice of
couplings in the free charge phase) that the representations πρ and πρ′ are dynamically inequivalent
if qρ 6= qρ′ . Inequivalence to the vacuum sector for qρ 6= 0 can presumably be shown by analogue
methods as in [2], i.e. by proving the absence of a translation invariant vector in Hρ (see Section
4.3 for the implementations of translations in the charged sectors). More generally, one could try
to prove that ‖Tρ(ρ′)‖ is not an eigenvalue of Tρ(ρ′) if qρ 6= qρ′ . To this end one would have to show
that qρ 6= qρ′ implies
s− lim
n
Tρ(ρ
′)n
‖Tρ(ρ′)‖n πρ(A)Ωρ = 0 (3.58)
for all A ∈ Aloc. As in Proposition 5.5 of [2] a sufficient condition for this would be
lim
n→∞
πρ(A)Ωρ, Tρ(ρ
′)nπρ(A)Ωρ)2
πρ(A)Ωρ, Tρ(ρ′)2nπρ(A)Ωρ)
= 0 (3.59)
Using (3.42) this would amount to finding the asymptotics of the vertical string expectation value
ωρ
(
A∗
n−1∏
k=0
αkρ(Lρ′L
−1
ρ )α
n
ρ (A)
)
. (3.60)
Similarly as in the Bricmont-Fro¨hlich criterion for the existence of free charges [13] equation (3.59)
would follow provided (3.60) would decay like n−αe−n·const for some α > 0 (in [13] α = d/2). Since
we have not tried to prove this we only formulate the
Conjecture 3.3.4 If qρ 6= qρ′ then ‖Tρ(ρ′)‖ is not an eigenvalue of Tρ(ρ′).
Together with Proposition 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.3 the Conjecture 3.3.4 would imply that πρ
and πρ′ are dynamically equivalent if and only if their total charges coincide.
3.4 The Dyonic Self Energies
In this subsection we determine the “dyonic selfenergies” ǫ(q) introduced in (3.57). In order to get
charge conjugation invariant self energies it will be useful to start with implementing the charge
conjugation as an intertwiner Cρ: Hρ →H−ρ by putting for A ∈ A and ρ ∈ D
Cρπρ(A)Ωρ := π−ρ(iC(A))Ω−ρ. (3.61)
Lemma 3.4.1 Cρ extends to a well defined unitary Hρ →H−ρ such that
i) Ad Cρ ◦ πρ = π−ρ ◦ iC .
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ii) C∗ρ = C−ρ.
iii) CρTρ(ρ
′)eEρ = T−ρ(−ρ′)eE−ρCρ. ✷
Proof: By equation (3.30) Cρ is well defined, unitary and obeys i). Part ii) follows from i
2
C = id.
Finally, in the case ρ′ = ρ part iii) follows from equation (3.15). By (3.42) the case ρ′ 6= ρ follows
from iC(Lρ) = L−ρ .
By charge conjugation symmetry we would of course like to have Eρ = E−ρ. We now fix the
self-energies ǫ(q) in (3.57) of the sectors q ∈ ZN × ZN by first putting the vacuum energy to zero,
ǫ(0) = 0, i.e.
‖Tρ(0)‖ = 1, ∀ρ ∈ D0 . (3.62)
This fixes e−Eρ ≡ ‖Tρ(ρ)‖ = ‖πρ(Lρ)Tρ(0)‖ for all ρ ∈ D0 and in particular implies Eρ = E−ρ, ∀ρ ∈
D0. In fact, we have
Lemma 3.4.2 For fixed q ∈ ZN × ZN we have ǫ(q) = ǫ(−q) if and only if Eρ = E−ρ, ∀ρ ∈ Dq. ✷
Proof: Putting ρ′ = 0 in Lemma 3.4.1 iii) we see that ‖Tρ(0)‖ = ‖T−ρ(0)‖, ∀ρ ∈ Dq, is equivalent
to Eρ = E−ρ, ∀ρ ∈ Dq, since Cρ is unitary.
We now show that under the conditions ǫ(0) = 0 and ǫ(q) = ǫ(−q) the self-energies of the
charged sectors are completely determined if we adjust them such that 2ǫ(q) ≡ ǫ(q)+ǫ(−q) becomes
equal to the minimal energy needed to create a pair of charge-anticharge configurations of total
charge ±q from the vacuum and separate them apart to infinity. Physically this means that for
infinite separation we can consistently normalize the interaction energy between two charges to
zero. Mathematically this is expressed by a factorization formula similar to Theorem 3.1.6 for
matrix elements of the global transfer matrix . As it will turn out, this is further equivalent to an
additivity property of the modified ground state energies, i.e. Eρ+ρ′·a → Eρ + Eρ′ as |a| → ∞.
Theorem 3.4.3 There exists precisely one assignment of self-energies ZN × ZN ∋ q → ǫ(q) ∈ R
such that ‖Tρ(0)‖ = e−ǫ(q), ∀ρ ∈ Dq and such that the following conditions hold
i) ǫ(0) = 0
ii) ǫ(q) = ǫ(−q)
iii) The factorization formula (3.37) extends to transfer matrices, i.e.
lim
|a|→∞
(
πρ(a)(Aτ−a(B))Ωρ(a) , Tρ(a)(0)nπρ(a)(A′τ−a(B′))Ωρ(a)
)
= (πρ1(A)Ωρ1 , Tρ1(0)
nπρ1(A
′)Ωρ1) (πρ2(B)Ωρ2 , Tρ2(0)
nπρ2(B
′)Ωρ2) (3.63)
where we used the notation of Theorem 3.1.6. ✷
To prove Theorem 3.4.3 and in particular the cluster property 3.63 we have to control norm
ratios of (modified) transfer matrices, for which we have to invoke our polymer expansions. First
we have
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Lemma 3.4.4 Let ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq for some q ∈ ZN ×ZN and choose 1-cochains ℓe, ℓm ∈ C1loc such that
(d∗ℓe, dℓm) = ρ− ρ′. Let Aρ,ρ′ ≡ Aρ,ρ′(ℓe, ℓm) ∈ Aloc be defined as in (3.50) and put
X
(ν)
ρ,ρ′ := A
∗
ρ,ρ′
[
ν−1∏
k=0
αkρ(Lρ′L
−1
ρ )
]
ανρ(Aρ,ρ′) . (3.64)
Then we have
‖Tρ(ρ′)‖
‖Tρ(ρ)‖ = limν→∞
ωρ(X
(2ν+1)
ρ,ρ′ )
ωρ(X
(2ν)
ρ,ρ′ )
. (3.65)
✷
Proof: By Proposition 3.3.2 and equations (3.48) - (3.51) we have for all q ∈ ZN × ZN and all
ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq
‖Tρ(ρ′)‖ = (Φρ,ρ′ , Tρ(ρ′)Φρ,ρ′) = lim
ν→∞
(Ωρ,ρ′ , Tρ(ρ
′)2ν+1Ωρ,ρ′)
(Ωρ,ρ′ , Tρ(ρ′)2νΩρ,ρ′)
(3.66)
where
Ωρ,ρ′ := πρ(Aρ,ρ′(ℓe, ℓm)) Ωρ
has been given in (3.49). The Lemma follows by using (3.42) to rewrite
Tρ(ρ
′)ν =
[
ν−1∏
k=0
αkρ(Lρ′L
−1
ρ )
]
Tρ(ρ)
ν
and recalling Tρ(ρ)Ωρ = ‖Tρ(ρ)‖Ωρ by Theorem 3.2.1.
Note that the norm ratio (3.65) is obviously independent of the choice of the scale eEρ ≡ ‖Tρ(ρ)‖.
We also recall from Proposition 3.3.2 that the choice of (ℓe, ℓm) only influences the phase of Φρ,ρ′
and hence the limit ν → ∞ in (3.65) is in fact independent of this choice. When expressing the
r.h.s. of (3.65) in terms of euclidean path integrals we get a ratio of expectations of the form
(3.31), where the classical function corresponding to X
(ν)
ρ,ρ′ is itself a superposition of Wilson loops
and vortex loops. These are built by the same recipes as before, i.e. with horizontal parts given
by ±(ℓe, ℓm) in the time slices t = ν and t = 0, respectively, and with vertical parts joining the
endpoints of these strings. Hence we get the ratio of euclidean path integral expectations of two
such loop configurations with time-like extension ν + 1 and ν, respectively, in the limit ν → ∞.
Here these expectations have to be taken in the background determined by ρ, i.e. in the presence
of the vertical parts of LE and LM described in (3.31), where there the limit n→∞ and V →∞
has to be taken first. 10
Next we have to control certain factorization properties of the above norm ratios in the limit of
the charge distributions being separated to infinity.
Proposition 3.4.5 Let ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D and for a ∈ Z2 put ρ1(a) = ρ1 − ρ1 · a, ρ2(a) = ρ2 − ρ2 · a.
Then
10This is why in our polymer expansion only the vertical parts of LE and LM matter, since the horizontal parts run
in the time-like boundary of Vn and since the contributions from polymers reaching from the support of a classical
function Acl to this boundary decay to zero for n→∞.
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i) The limit
cρ1, ρ2 := lim|a|→∞
‖Tρ1(a)(ρ2(a))‖
‖Tρ1(a)(ρ1(a))‖
> 0 (3.67)
exists independently of the sequence a→∞ and satisfies cρ1·g, ρ2·g = cρ1, ρ2 , ∀g ∈ S. Moreover, for
b ∈ Z2 we have the factorization property
lim
|b|→∞
cρ1+ρ′1·b, ρ2+ρ′2·b = cρ1, ρ2cρ′1, ρ′2 (3.68)
ii) If qρ1 = qρ2 then
cρ1, ρ2 =
‖Tρ1(ρ2)‖2
‖Tρ1(ρ1)‖2
. (3.69)
✷
Proof: Part i) is proven in detail in Appendix B.4. Here we just remark that it can roughly be
understood from the perimeter law of Wilson and vortex loop expectations, which guarantees that
ratios of loop expectations converge for infinitely large loops if the difference of their perimeters
stays finite (in the above case this difference is given by two lattice units, due to the difference by
one unit in time extension, see (3.65)).
To prove ii) we pick in (3.66) the choice
Ωρ1(a), ρ2(a) = πρ1(a)
(
Aρ1(a), ρ2(a)(ℓe(a), ℓm(a))
)
Ωρ1(a) (3.70)
where we take
(ℓe(a), ℓm(a)) = (ℓe − ℓe · a, ℓm − ℓm · a)
for some fixed configuration (ℓe, ℓm) satisfying (d
∗ℓe, dℓm) = ρ1 − ρ2. With this choice it is not
difficult to check that for |a| large enough
Aρ1(a), ρ2(a)(ℓe(a), ℓm(a)) = Aρ1, ρ2(ℓe, ℓm)τ−a(Aρ1, ρ2(ℓe, ℓm)) (3.71)
Similarly, for fixed ν and |a| large enough
X
(ν)
ρ1(a), ρ2(a)
= X(ν)ρ1, ρ2 τ−a(X
(ν)
ρ1, ρ2
) (3.72)
When proving part i) in Appendix B.4 we show that plugging (3.72) into (3.65) the limit ν → ∞
is uniform in a and hence we may take the limit |a| → ∞ first. However, this takes us into the
setting of the factorization formula (3.37) implying
lim
|a|→∞
ωρ(a)(X
(ν)
ρ(a), ρ′(a)) = ωρ1(X
(ν)
ρ1, ρ2)
2 , (3.73)
which proves part ii).
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3: The idea of the proof consists of translating the physically motivated
conditions i)-iii) into conditions on the family of constants Eρ, ρ ∈ D. We have already remarked
in (3.62) that i) may be obtained by suitably fixing Eρ for all ρ ∈ D0. In Lemma 3.4.2 we have
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noticed that ii) is equivalent to Eρ = E−ρ for all ρ. We now show that iii) holds if and only if for
all ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D
lim
|a|→∞
Eρ1+ρ2·a = Eρ1 + Eρ2 (3.74)
To this end we use
Tρ(ρ)
n = [πρ(Lρ)Tρ(0)]
n = πρ(Y
(n)
ρ )Tρ(0)
n (3.75)
where
Y (n)ρ :=
n−1∏
k=0
αk0(Lρ) (3.76)
Furthermore, for |a| large enough and ρ(a) = ρ1 + ρ2 · a we have
Lρ(a) = Lρ1τ−a(Lρ2) = τ−a(Lρ2)Lρ1 . (3.77)
Using that α0 commutes with τ−a we get for large enough |a| and A,A′, B, B′ ∈ Aloc(
πρ(a)(Aτ−a(B))Ωρ(a) , Tρ(a)(0)nπρ(a)(A′τ−a(B′))Ωρ(a)
)
= ωρ(a)
(
τ−a(B∗[Y (n)ρ2 ]
−1)A∗[Y (n)ρ1 ]
−1αnρ(a)(A
′τ−a(B′))
)
e−nEρ(a) .
Here we have chosen |a| large enough (depending on n) such that A∗ commutes with τ−a
(
Y (n)ρ2
)−1
.
On the other hand, we get for i = 1, 2 and all A,A′ ∈ Aloc
(πρi(A)Ωρi , Tρi(0)
nπρi(A
′)Ωρi) = ωρi
(
A∗[Y (n)ρi ]
−1αnρi(A
′)
)
e−nEρi . (3.78)
Thus, by Theorem 3.1.6 the factorization formula (3.63) is equivalent to (3.74).
Hence, there can be at most one solution ǫ of the conditions i)-iii) above. Indeed, equations
(3.74) together with Eρ = E−ρ imply
Eρ =
1
2
lim
|a|→∞
Eρ−ρa (3.79)
for all ρ ∈ D. Since ρ− ρ · a ∈ D0 and since condition i) completely fixes Eρ = E−ρ for all ρ ∈ D0,
equation (3.79) fixes Eρ = E−ρ uniquely for all ρ ∈ D.
We are left to prove that given Eρ = E−ρ for all ρ ∈ D0 via condition i) the limit (3.79) indeed
exists for all ρ ∈ D and satisfies (3.74). However this is an immediate consequence of Proposition
3.4.5. Indeed, putting ρ2 = 0 in (3.67) and using ‖Tρ1(a)(0)‖ = 1 by condition i) we get for all ρ ∈ D
lim
|a|→∞
eEρ−ρ·a = cρ, 0 (3.80)
and hence (3.79) implies
Eρ =
1
2
ln cρ, 0 (3.81)
Note that for qρ = 0 this is consistent with (3.69). The cluster property (3.74) now is an immediate
consequence of (3.68). This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4.3.
We remark that we have not worked out an analytic expression for the ratio ‖Tρ(0)‖‖Tρ(ρ)‖ in the case
qρ 6= 0, which is why we do not have further analytic knowledge of the dyonic self-energies ǫ(q). In
particular we have not tried to confirm the natural “stability conjecture” ǫ(q) > 0 for all q 6= 0.
In the purely electric (or purely magnetic) sectors the existence of 1-particle states [1] implies that
e−ǫ(qρ) ≡ ‖Tρ(0)‖ lies in the spectrum of Tρ(0), i.e. ǫ(qρ) is precisely the 1-particle self-energy at
zero momentum.
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4 State Bundles and Intertwiner Connections
In this section we consider an appropriate analogue of what in the DHR-theory of super selection
sectors would be called the state bundle. In our setting, by this we mean the collection of all GNS
triples (Hρ, πρ, Ωρ) of cyclic representation of Aˆ obtained from the family of states ωρ, ρ ∈ D.
Modulo Conjecture 3.3.4, these representations fall into equivalence classes labelled by their total
charges qρ. Hence we obtain, for each value of the global charge q ∈ ZN ×ZN , a Hilbert-bundle Bq
over the discrete base space Dq, which is simply given as the disjoint union
Bq :=
⋃˙
ρ∈Dq
Hρ. (4.1)
The fibers Hρ of this bundle are all naturally isomorphic as Aˆ-modules by Theorem 3.3.3. Since
πρ(Aˆ) acts irreducibly on Hρ by Corollary 3.2.3, these isomorphisms are all uniquely determined
up to a phase.
When trying to fix this phase ambiguity one is naturally led to the problem of constructing
an intertwiner connection on Bq, i.e. a family of intertwiners U(Γ) : Hρ → Hρ′ satisfying πρ′ =
Ad U(Γ) ◦ πρ and depending on paths Γ in Dq from ρ to ρ′. Here, by a path in Dq we mean a
finite sequence (ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρn) of charge distributions ρi ∈ Dq, such that ρi and ρi+1 are “nearest
neighbours” in Dq in a suitable sense to be explained below.
In order to be able to formulate a concept of locality for these intertwiners we will also consider
the Hilbert direct sum
Hq :=
⊕
ρ∈Dq
Hρ (4.2)
on which we let A ∈ Aˆ be represented by
Πq(A) :=
⊕
ρ∈Dq
πρ(A) . (4.3)
The above mentioned connection will then be given in terms of an intertwiner ZN -Weyl algebra
Wq acting on Hq and commuting with Πq(Aˆ). Locality in this framework is formulated by the
statement that Wq is generated by elementary “electric string operators” Eq(b) and elementary
“magnetic string operators” Mq(b) satisfying for all oriented bonds b, b′ ∈ (Z2)1
Eq(b)N =Mq(b)N = 1l, (4.4)
and the local ZN -Weyl commutation relations
Eq(b)Eq(b′) = Eq(b′)Eq(b)
Mq(b)Mq(b′) = Mq(b′)Mq(b)
Eq(b)Mq(b′) = e 2piiN δb, b′Mq(b′)Eq(b).
(4.5)
These operators will map each fiber Hρ, ρ ∈ Dq, isomorphically onto a “neighbouring one”, i.e.
Eq(b)Hρ = Hρ+(d∗δb, 0), (4.6)
Mq(b)Hρ = Hρ+(0, dδb), (4.7)
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where δb ∈ C1loc denotes the 1-cochain taking value one on b and zero else. Hence, one might think
of Eq(b) (Mq(b)) as creating an electric (magnetic) charge-anticharge pair sitting in the boundary
(coboundary) of the bond b. Defining charge distributions in Dq to be nearest neighbours if they
differ by either such an elementary electric or magnetic dipole, the connection in Bq along a path
(ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρn) in Dq is now given in the obvious way as an associated product of Eq(b)’s and
Mq(b
′)’s, mapping each fiber Hρi isomorphically onto its successor Hρi+1 according to (4.6)-(4.7).
We remark that in a DHR-framework one would expect these intertwiners to be given on
the dense subspace πρ(A)Ωρ ⊂ Hρ in terms of unitary localized charge transporters Sel(b) and
Smag(b) ∈ Aloc by
Eq(b)πρ(A)Ωρ = πρ+(d∗δb, 0)(ASel(b))Ωρ+(d∗δb, 0) (4.8)
Mq(b)πρ(A)Ωρ = πρ+(0, dδb)(ASmag(b))Ωρ+(0, dδb) , (4.9)
which would be consistent and well defined if
ωρ+(d∗δb, 0) = ωρ ◦ Ad Sel(b) (4.10)
ωρ+(0, dδb) = ωρ ◦ Ad Smag(b). (4.11)
Intuitively one could think of Sel as a kind of “electric” Mandelstam string operator as in (3.1) and of
Smag(b) as its dual “magnetic” analogue. Unfortunately, due to the non-local energy regularization
in (3.2) (and more generally, in (3.25)), the existence of such localized charge transporters Sel and
Smag in Aloc satisfying (4.10)-(4.11) is very questionable.
We also remark that, as opposed to the DHR-framework, in our lattice model the states ωρ are
not given in the form ωρ = ω0 ◦ γρ for some localized automorphism γρ on A. This is why we do
not have a field algebra extension of A carrying a global ZN × ZN symmetry, i.e. we are not able
to define charged fields intertwining πρ ◦ γρ′ and πρ+ρ′ .
It is therefore astonishing and, in our opinion, asks for further conceptual explanation that in
this model one is nevertheless able to construct an intertwiner algebra with local commutation
relations as given in (4.5). We will come back to this question in [10], where the existence of the
local intertwiner algebra (4.4)-(4.5) will be the basic input for the construction of Haag-Ruelle
scattering states in the charged sectors.
4.1 The Local Intertwiner Algebra
We now proceed to the construction of the intertwiner algebra Wq obeying (4.4)-(4.5).
For ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq, let Pρ(ρ′) : Hρ → Hρ be the one-dimensional projection onto the ground state
of Tρ(ρ
′). Using the notation of (3.49)-(3.50) we then define for arbitrary 1-cochains l ∈ C1loc
φelρ (l) =
Pρ(ρ− (d∗l, 0))πρ(Aρ, ρ−(d∗l, 0)(l, 0))Ωρ∥∥∥Pρ(ρ− (d∗l, 0))πρ(Aρ, ρ−(d∗l, 0)(l, 0))Ωρ∥∥∥ (4.12)
φmagρ (l) =
Pρ(ρ− (0, dl))πρ(Aρ, ρ−(0, dl)(0, l))Ωρ∥∥∥Pρ(ρ− (0, dl))πρ(Aρ, ρ−(0, dl)(0, l))Ωρ∥∥∥ , (4.13)
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which are well defined unit vectors in Hρ, by Proposition 3.3.2. We may then define unitary
operators Eˆq(l), Mˆq(l) on Hq commuting with Πq(Aˆ) by putting on the dense set πρ(A)Ωρ, A ∈ A,
ρ ∈ Dq,
Eˆq(l)πρ(A)Ωρ := πρ+(d∗l, 0)(A)φelρ+(d∗l, 0)(l) (4.14)
Mˆq(l)πρ(A)Ωρ := πρ+(0, dl)(A)φmagρ+(0, dl)(l), (4.15)
which are well defined as in (3.54).
It turns out that these intertwiners do not yet obey local commutation relations, however the
violation of locality can be described by a kind of “coboundary” equation.
Theorem 4.1.1 There exists an assignment of phases zelρ (l), z
mag
ρ (l) ∈ U(1) such that for all l1
and l2 ∈ C1loc and all ρ ∈ Dq
i)
(
Eˆq(l1 + l2)Ωρ, Eˆq(l1)Eˆq(l2)Ωρ
)
=
zelρ+(d∗l2, 0)(l1) z
el
ρ (l2)
zelρ (l1 + l2).
(4.16)
ii)
(
Mˆq(l1 + l2)Ωρ, Mˆq(l1)Mˆq(l2)Ωρ
)
=
zmagρ+(0, dl2)(l1) z
mag
ρ (l2)
zmagρ (l1 + l2)
. (4.17)
iii)
(
Mˆq(l1)Eˆq(l2)Ωρ, Eˆq(l2)Mˆq(l1)Ωρ
)
= ei〈l1, l2〉
zelρ+(0, dl1)(l1) z
mag
ρ (l1)
zmagρ+(d∗l2, 0)(l1) z
el
ρ (l2)
. (4.18)
iv) If d∗l = 0 then zelρ (l) = 1. (4.19)
If dl = 0 then zmagρ (l) = 1. (4.20)
v) zel/magρ (l) = z
el/mag
ρ·g (l · g), ∀g ∈ S. (4.21)
✷
The proof of this theorem and the precise definition of the phases zelρ (l) and z
mag
ρ (l) will be
given in Appendix B.6.
We now use these phases to define on Hq the unitaries Z
el
q (l) and Z
mag
q (l), l ∈ C1loc, by
Zelq (l) ↾ Hρ := zelρ (l)1lHρ , (4.22)
Zmagq (l) ↾ Hρ := zmagρ (l)1lHρ , (4.23)
Then Zelq (l) and Z
mag
q (l) clearly also commute with Πq(Aˆ) and we may define new intertwiners
Eq(l) := Eˆq(l)Zelq (l)−1, (4.24)
Mq(l) := Mˆq(l)Zmagq (l)−1, (4.25)
which now obey local commutation relations.
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Theorem 4.1.2 For all l ∈ C1loc the operators Eq(l) and Mq(l) are unitaries in B(Hq) commuting
with Πq(Aˆ). They satisfy the Weyl algebra relations
Eq(l1)Eq(l2) = Eq(l1 + l2), (4.26)
Mq(l1)Mq(l2) = Mq(l1 + l2), (4.27)
Eq(l1)Mq(l2) = ei〈l1, l2〉Mq(l2)Eq(l1) (4.28)
and restricted to each subspace Hρ ⊂ Hq, ρ ∈ Dq, we have
Eq(l)Hρ = Hρ+(d∗l, 0), (4.29)
Mq(l)Hρ = Hρ+(0, dl). (4.30)
✷
Proof. It remains to prove the identities (4.26)-(4.28), for which it is enough to check them
when applied to Ωρ ∈ Hρ, ∀ρ ∈ Dq. First we get
Eq(l1 + l2)Ωρ = zelρ (l1 + l2)−1 φelρ+(d∗l1+d∗l2, 0) (4.31)
which is a unit vector in the image of the one dimensional projection Pρ+(d∗l1+d∗l2, 0)(ρ). On the
other hand we have
Eq(l1)Eq(l2)Ωρ = zelρ (l2)−1Eq(l1)φelρ+(d∗l2, 0)(l2). (4.32)
Since Eq(l1) ↾ Hρ′ intertwines πρ′(Aˆ) and πρ′+(d∗l1, 0)(Aˆ) we have
Eq(l1)Tρ′(ρ) ↾ Hρ′ = Tρ′+(d∗l1, 0)(ρ)Eq(l1) ↾ Hρ′ , (4.33)
implying
Eq(l1)Pρ′(ρ) ↾ Hρ′ = Pρ′+(d∗l1, 0)(ρ)Eq(l1) ↾ Hρ′ . (4.34)
Hence (4.32) implies
Eq(l1)Eq(l2)Ωρ ∈ Pρ′′(ρ)Hρ, (4.35)
where ρ′′ = ρ + (d∗l1 + d∗l2, 0). Comparing (4.31) and (4.35) we conclude that Eq(l1)Eq(l2)Ωρ and
Eq(l1 + l2)Ωρ only differ by a phase. This phase must be one since, by (4.16) and (4.24)-(4.25)
(Eq(l1 + l2)Ωρ, Eq(l1)Eq(l2)Ωρ) = 1. (4.36)
Equations (4.27)-(4.28) are proven similarly.
Putting Eq(b) ≡ Eq(δb) and Mq(b) ≡ Mq(δb), Theorem 4.1.2 provides the local intertwiner
algebra Wq announced in (4.4)-(4.5).
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4.2 The Intertwiner Connection
We now turn to the bundle theoretic point of view, where we consider the above intertwiners as
a connection on Bq. As already explained, we call a pair ρ, ρ′ ∈ Dq nearest neighbours if they
differ by an elementary electric or magnetic dipole, i.e. if there exists a bond b ∈ (Z2)1 such that
ρ′ − ρ = (±d∗δb, 0) or ρ′ − ρ = (0, ±d δb).
In the first case we put
Uρ′, ρ = Eq(b)±1 : Hρ → Hρ′ (4.37)
and in the second case we put
Uρ′, ρ =Mq(b)±1 : Hρ → Hρ′ . (4.38)
If Γ = (ρ0, . . . , ρn) is a path in Dq, i.e. a finite sequence of nearest neighbour pairs, then we
put
U(Γ) := Uρn ρn−1 · · · Uρ1 ρ0 : Hρ0 →Hρn (4.39)
as the associated “parallel transport”. If Γ is a closed path, i.e. ρn = ρ0, then U(Γ) must be a
phase by the ireducibility of πρ0(Aˆ).
In order to determine these “holonomy phases” one may use the commutation relation (4.28)
which allows to restrict ourselves to purely electric or purely magnetic loops Γ (i.e. where U(Γ) only
consists of a product of Eq(b)’s or Mq(b)’s, respectively). Using (4.26)-(4.27) such loop operators
U(Γ) are always of the form U(Γ) = Eq(le) ↾ Hρ or U(Γ) =Mq(lm) ↾ Hρ, where the loop condition
on Γ implies d∗le = 0 or dlm = 0, respectively. Note that this is consistent with (4.29)-(4.30), i.e.
these loop operators must map Hρ onto itself.
To compute the holonomy phases we now use the fact that d∗le = 0 and dlm = 0 implies that
there exist uniquely determined cochains s ∈ C2loc and k ∈ C0loc such that
d∗s = le, dk = lm. (4.40)
We also recall that in these cases Theorem 4.1.1 iv) implies Eq(le) = Eˆq(le) and Mq(lm) = Mˆq(lm).
Hence, being a phase when restricted to Hρ, it is enough to apply these operators to Ωρ where, by
the definitions (4.22)-(4.23) and (4.24)-(4.25), they yield φelρ (le) and φ
mag
ρ (lm), respectively.
Thus, we get our holonomy phases from
Proposition 4.2.3 Let s ∈ C2loc and k ∈ C0loc such that d∗s = le and dk = lm. Then, for ρ = (ǫ, µ)
we have
φelρ (le) = e
i〈µ, s〉Ωρ (4.41)
φmagρ (lm) = e
−i〈ǫ, k〉Ωρ. (4.42)
✷
By the above arguments Proposition 4.2.3 implies
Eq(le) ↾ Hρ = ei〈µ, s〉
Mq(lm) ↾ Hρ = ei〈ǫ, k〉 .
(4.43)
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If we think of s being the characteristic function of a surface encircled by an electric loop le, then
the holonomy phase (4.41) is just the magnetic flux through this surface. Interchanging electric
and magnetic (and passing to the dual lattice), equation (4.42) may be stated analogously. This
state of affairs will be the origin of anyon statistics of scattering states in [10]. Proposition 4.2.3
will be proven in Appendix B.7.
4.3 The Representation of Translations
Using our local intertwiner algebraWq we are now in the position to define on each fiberHρ a unitary
representationDρ(a), a ∈ Z2, of the group of the lattice translation, such that Ad Dρ(a)◦πρ = πρ◦τa
and such that Dρ(a) commutes with Tρ(0), ∀a ∈ Z2. Moreover, for fixed q, these representations
are all equivalent, i.e., U(Γ)Dρ(a) = Dρ′(a)U(Γ) for all paths Γ : ρ→ ρ′.
First we need a lift of the natural action of translations on Dq to bundle automorphisms on Bq.
For the sake of generality let us formulate this by including also the lattice rotations.
Lemma 4.3.4 For g ∈ S let Vρ(g) : Hρ → Hρ·g be given by
Vρ(g)πρ(A)Ωρ := πρ·g(τ−1g (A))Ωρ·g. (4.44)
Then Vρ(g) is a well defined unitary intertwining πρ ◦ τg with πρ·g 11 , i.e.
Vρ(g)πρ(τg(A)) = πρ·g(A)Vρ(g), (4.45)
Vρ(g)Tρ(ρ
′) = Tρ·g(ρ′ · g)Vρ(g), (4.46)
for all A ∈ A. ✷
Proof. Vρ(g) is well defined and unitary since ωρ ◦ τg = ωρ·g. Equations (4.45)-(4.46) follow
from αρ ◦ τρ·g = αρ·g and Eρ·g = Eρ (by (3.81) and S-invariance of cρ, ρ′).
Note that the definition (4.44) implies the obvious identity
Vρ·g(h)Vρ(g) = Vρ(gh). (4.47)
for all g, h ∈ S, which means that the family of fiber isomorphisms Vρ(g), ρ ∈ Dq, may indeed be
viewed as a lift of the natural right action of S on Dq to an action by unitary bundle automorphism
on Bq. Equivalently, we now consider
Vq(g) :=
⊕
ρ∈Dq
Vρ(g) (4.48)
as a unitary representation of S on Hq, satisfying
Ad Vq(g) ◦ Πq = Πq ◦ τg−1 . (4.49)
Moreover, we have
11 Note that the ∗-automorphism τg ∈ Aut A may be extended to a ∗-automorphism on Aˆ by putting τg(t) = t.
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Lemma 4.3.5
Vq(g)Eq(l) = Eq(l · g)Vq(g), (4.50)
Vq(g)Mq(l) = Mq(l · g)Vq(g). (4.51)
✷
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.1 v) we have
Vq(g)Z
el/mag
q (l) = Z
el/mag
q (l · g)Vq(g). (4.52)
Hence it is enough to prove the claim with Eq, Mq replaced by Eˆq, Mˆq. However this is a straight
forward consequence of the definitions and the fact that by (4.46)
Vρ(g)Pρ(ρ
′) = Pρ·g(ρ′ · g)Vρ(g) (4.53)
and, therefore,
Vρ(g)φ
el/mag
ρ (l) = φ
el/mag
ρ·g (l · g). (4.54)
We remark that Lemma 4.3.5 implies that the connection U(Γ) is S-invariant, i.e.
Vρ′(g)U(Γ) = U(Γ · g)Vρ(g) (4.55)
for all paths Γ : ρ→ ρ′ and all g ∈ S.
In order to arrive at an implementation of the translation group Z2 ⊂ S mapping each fiber Hρ
onto itself we now have to compose Vρ(a)
∗, a ∈ Z2, with a parallel transporter Uρ(a) : Hρ → Hρ·a
along a suitable path Γ : ρ→ ρ · a. To this end it is enough to consider the cases a = ei , i = 1, 2,
where e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1) denote the generators of Z
2.
A minute’s thought shows that for any electric charge distribution ǫ ∈ C0loc there exists a unique
1-cochain ℓe(ǫ, i) ∈ C1loc with support only on bonds in direction i, such that the translated image
ǫ · ei of ǫ by one unit in direction i satisfies
ǫ · ei = ǫ+ d∗ℓe(ǫ, i). (4.56)
Similarly, for a magnetic charge distribution µ ∈ C2loc there exists a unique 1-cochain ℓm(µ, i) with
support only on the bonds perpendicular to the direction i, such that
µ · ei = µ+ dℓm(µ, i). (4.57)
For ρ = (ǫ, µ) ∈ Dq we now define Uρ(ei) : Hρ → Hρ·ei by putting
Uρ(ei) := Eq(ℓe(ǫ, i))Mq(ℓm(µ, i)) ↾ Hρ
= Mq(ℓm(µ, i))Eq(ℓe(ǫ, i)) ↾ Hρ, (4.58)
where the second equality follows since, by construction, ℓm(µ, i) and ℓe(ǫ, i) always have disjoint
support.
With this construction we now define the unitaries Dρ(ei) : Hρ →Hρ, i = 1, 2, by
Dρ(ei) := Vρ(ei)
∗ Uρ(ei). (4.59)
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Theorem 4.3.6 The unitaries Dρ(ei), i = 1, 2, generate a representation of Z
2 implementing the
translation automorphism on Aˆ, i.e.,
Dρ(e1)Dρ(e2) = Dρ(e2)Dρ(e1) (4.60)
Dρ(ei)πρ(A) = πρ(τei(A))Dρ(ei), (4.61)
for all A ∈ Aˆ. ✷
Proof. Equation (4.61) immediately follows from (4.58) and (4.45)-(4.46). To prove (4.60) we
first use Lemma 4.3.5 to conclude that
Dρ(e2)Dρ(e1) = Vρ(e2)
∗Vρ·e2(e1)
∗Uρ·e1(e2)Uρ(e1), (4.62)
Dρ(e1)Dρ(e2) = Vρ(e1)
∗Vρ·e1(e2)
∗Uρ·e2(e1)Uρ(e2). (4.63)
Since (4.47) implies
Vρ·e2(e1)Vρ(e2) = Vρ·e1(e2)Vρ(e1) = Vρ(e1 + e2), (4.64)
we are left to check
Uρ(e2)
−1Uρ·e2(e1)
−1Uρ·e1(e2)Uρ(e1) = 1lHρ . (4.65)
Using the definition (4.58) and the Weyl algebra relations (4.26)-(4.28), equation (4.65) is equivalent
to
Mq(Lm(µ)) Eq(Le(ǫ)) ↾ Hρ = (u1u2u3)−1, (4.66)
where
Lm(µ) = ℓm(µ, 1) + ℓm(µ · e1, 2)− ℓm(µ · e2, 1)− ℓm(µ, 2), (4.67)
Le(ǫ) = ℓe(ǫ, 1) + ℓe(ǫ · e1, 2)− ℓe(ǫ · e2, 1)− ℓe(ǫ, 2), (4.68)
and where ui ∈ U(1) are the phases obtained by commuting in (4.65) all factors of Eq’s to the right
of Mq’s, i.e.,
u1(ǫ, µ) = exp [−i〈ℓe(ǫ, 2), ℓm(µ, 1)− ℓm(µ · e2, 1)〉] , (4.69)
u2(ǫ, µ) = exp [−i〈ℓe(ǫ · e2, 1), ℓm(µ · e1, 2)〉] , (4.70)
u3(ǫ, µ) = exp [−i〈ℓe(ǫ · e1, 2), ℓm(µ, 1)〉] . (4.71)
To verify (4.66) we decompose ǫ and µ into a sum over “monopoles”, i.e., cochains supported on
a single site or a single plaquette, respectively. Using the obvious fact that ℓe and ℓm are ZN -module
maps, i.e.,
ℓe(nǫ1 + ǫ2, i) = nℓe(ǫ1, i) + ℓe(ǫ2, i), (4.72)
ℓm(nµ1 + µ2, i) = nℓm(µ1, i) + ℓm(µ2, i), (4.73)
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for all n ∈ ZN , ǫ1, 2 ∈ C0loc and µ1, 2 ∈ C2loc, we conclude that (4.66) holds if and only if it holds for
all pairs of monopole distributions ρ = (ǫ, µ) = (δx, δp), x ∈ (Z2)0, p ∈ (Z2)2. In fact, we have
ui(ǫ, µ) =
∏
x∈(Z2)0
∏
p∈(Z2)2
ui(δx, δp)
ǫ(x)µ(p)
and similarly (
Ω(ǫ, µ), Mq(ℓm(µ))Eq(ℓe(ǫ))Ω(ǫ, µ)
)
=
∏
x∈(Z2)0
∏
p∈(Z2)2
(
Ω(δx, δp), Mq(ℓm(δp))Eq(ℓe(δx))Ω(δx, δp)
)ǫ(x)µ(p)
.
(4.74)
Now, for ǫ = δx one easily verifies
ℓe(δx, j) = −δ〈x−ej , x〉, (4.75)
implying ℓe(δx · ei, j) = −δ〈x−ei−ej , x−ei〉. For µ = δp and p = 〈y, y+ e1, y+ e1+ e2, y+ e2〉 we get
ℓm(δp, 1) = δ〈y, y+e2〉, (4.76)
ℓm(δp, 2) = −δ〈y, y+e1〉. (4.77)
Plugging this into (4.69)-(4.71) we get
u1 = exp
[
2πi
N
(δx, y+e2 − δx, y)
]
, (4.78)
u2 = exp
[
−2πi
N
δx, y+e2
]
, (4.79)
u3 = exp
[
−2πi
N
δx, y+e1+e2
]
, (4.80)
implying
(u1u2u3)
−1 = exp
[
2πi
N
(δx, y + δx, y+e1+e2)
]
. (4.81)
Next we look at (4.67)-(4.68) to compute
Lm(δp) = δ〈y, y+e2〉 − δ〈y−e1, y〉 − δ〈y−e2, y〉 + δ〈y, y+e1〉 = −dδy (4.82)
Le(δx) = −δ〈x−e1, x〉 − δ〈x−e1−e2, x−e1〉 + δ〈x−e1−e2, x−e2〉 + δ〈x−e2, x〉 = −d∗δq , (4.83)
where q is the oriented plaquette q = 〈x− e1 − e2, x− e2, x, x− e1〉. This implies
Mq(Lm(δp))Eq(Le(δx))Ωρ = exp
[
2πi
N
(δx−e1−e2, y + δx, y)
]
Ωρ. (4.84)
Comparing (4.81) with (4.84) we have proven (4.66) and therefore Theorem 4.3.6.
We remark that our definition (4.59) is consistent with the translation invariance of the vacuum
Ω0, since ρ = 0 implies U0(ei) = 1l and V0(ei)Ω0 = Ω0.
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Next we show that our intertwiner connection also intertwines the representations Dρ of the
translation group Z2 in Hρ, ∀ρ ∈ Dq. This is formulated most economically by putting
Dq(ei) :=
⊕
ρ∈Dq
Dρ(ei), (4.85)
implying
Dq(ei)Πq(A) = Πq(τei(A))Dq(ei), (4.86)
for all A ∈ Aˆ.
Proposition 4.3.7 For i = 1, 2 the intertwiner algebra Wq commutes with Dq(ei). ✷
Proof. Putting Uq(ei) := Vq(ei)Dq(ei) and using Lemma 4.3.5 we have to show
Uq(ei)Eq(ℓ′) = Eq(ℓ′ · ei)Uq(ei), (4.87)
Uq(ei)Mq(ℓ′) = Mq(ℓ′ · ei)Uq(ei), (4.88)
for all ℓ′ ∈ C1loc. Since Uq(ei) provides an intertwiner mapping Hρ → Hρ·ei it is again enough to
check these identities on Ωρ, ∀ρ ∈ Dq. Using (4.58), (4.59) and commuting Mq(ℓm(µ, i)) to the
left, equation (4.87) is equivalent to
Eq(ℓe(ǫ+ d∗ℓ′, i))Eq(ℓ′)Ω(ǫ, µ) = ei〈ℓ′·ei, ℓm(µ, i)〉Eq(ℓ′ · ei)Eq(ℓe(ǫ, i))Ω(ǫ, µ). (4.89)
To prove (4.89) we compute
L(ℓ′, i) := ℓe(ǫ+ d∗ℓ′, i) + ℓ′ − ℓ′ · ei − ℓe(ǫ, i)
= ℓe(d
∗ℓ′, i) + ℓ′ − ℓ′ · ei, (4.90)
yielding d∗L(ℓ′, i) = 0. Let S(ℓ′, i) ∈ C1loc be such that d∗S(ℓ′, i) = L(ℓ′, i). Then, by (4.43),
equation (4.89) is equivalent to
ei〈ℓ
′·ei, ℓm(µ, i)〉 = ei〈S(ℓ
′, i), µ〉. (4.91)
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.6 it is enough to check (4.91) for all ℓ′ = δb, b ∈ (Z2)1, and
all µ = δp, p ∈ (Z2)2. Hence, let b = 〈x, x + ej〉 and p = 〈y, y + e1, y + e1 + e2, y + e2〉. Then
d∗δb = δx+ej − δx and (4.75) gives
L(δ〈x, x+ej〉, i) = ℓe(δx+ej , i)− ℓe(δx, i) + δ〈x, x+ej〉 − δ〈x−ei, x+ej−ei〉
= δ〈x, x+ej〉 − δ〈x+ej−ei, x+ej〉 + δ〈x−ei, x〉 − δ〈x−ei, x+ej−ei〉. (4.92)
Thus, if j = i then L(δ〈x, x+ej〉, i) = 0 implying (4.91), since in this case ℓm(µ, i) is perpendicular
to the direction j. We are left to check the case j 6= i, which gives L(δ〈x, x+ej〉, i) = (−1)jd∗δq−ei,
where q = 〈x, x+ e1, x+ e1 + e2, x+ e2〉. Thus we get for i 6= j
e
i〈S(δ〈x, x+ej〉), δp〉 = exp(
2πi
N
(−1)jδx−ei, y) . (4.93)
On the other hand, equations (4.76)-(4.77) give for i 6= j
ℓm(δp, i) = (−1)jδ〈y, y+ej〉 (4.94)
and hence (4.93)-(4.94) imply (4.91) in the case i 6= j. Thus we have proven (4.87). Equation
(4.88) is proven by similar methods.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the dyonic sector structure of 2+1-dimensional lattice ZN -Higgs
models described by the Euclidean action (1.2) in a range of couplings (2.23)-(2.24) corresponding
to the “free charge phase” of the Euclidean statistical mechanics model (1.1).
We have worked in the Hamiltonian picture by formulating the model in terms of its observable
algebra A generated by the time-zero fields. A Euclidean (modified) dynamics αρ = limV AdTV (ρ)
has been defined on A in terms of local (modified) transfer matrices TV (ρ), where ρ = (ε, µ) is a
superposition of electric and magnetic ZN -charge distributions with finite support on the spatial
lattice Z2.
Dyonic states ωρ have been constructed as ground states of the modified dynamics αρ on A.
The associated charged representations (πρ,Hρ,Ωρ) of A extend to irreducible representations of
the “dynamic closure” Aˆ ⊃ A, where Aˆ = 〈A, t〉 is the abstract ∗-algebra generated by A and a
global positive transfer matrix t implementing the “true” (i.e. unmodified) dynamics α0. πρ and
πρ′ are equivalent as representations of Aˆ, provided their total charges coincide, qρ = qρ′ . We have
conjectured that the total charges qρ ∈ ZN ×ZN indeed label the sectors of the model, i.e. πρ 6∼ πρ′
if qρ 6= qρ′. The ground state energy ǫ(q) of each sector has been shown to be uniquely fixed by the
conditions ǫ(0) = 0 and ǫ(q) = ǫ(−q) and the requirement of decaying of interaction energies for
infinite spatial separation.
In Section 4 we have analyzed structural algebraic aspects of the state bundle Bq = ⋃ρ∈Dq(ρ,Hρ),
Dq := {ρ | qρ = q}, by constructing on Hq = ⊕ρ∈DqHρ a local intertwiner algebra Wq commut-
ing with ⊕ρ∈Dqπρ(Aˆ). The generators of Wq are given by electric and magnetic “charge trans-
porters”, Eq(b) and Mq(b), localized on bonds b in Z2 and fulfilling local Weyl commutation rela-
tions (Theorem 4.1.2). In terms of these charge transporters we have obtained a unitary connection
U(Γ) : Hρ → Hρ′ intertwining πρ and πρ′ for any path Γ : ρ → ρ′ in Dq. The holonomy of this
connection is given by ZN -valued phases related to the electric and magnetic charges enclosed by
Γ (see (4.43)).
Finally, the connection Γ has been used to construct on each Hρ a unitary representation of the
group of spatial lattice translations acting covariantly on πρ(Aˆ) and being intertwined by U(Γ).
We remark that the existence of such representations in the charged sectors of our model is by no
means an obvious feature.
In [10] the holonomy phases of our connection Γ will be the main ingredient for establishing the
anyonic nature of multiparticle scattering states of electrically and magnetically charged particles
whose existence has been shown in [1].
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Appendix
A A Brief Sketch of the Polymer and Cluster Expansions
A.1 Expansions for the Vacuum Sector
In this Appendix we present the basics of the polymer and cluster expansion developed in [1]. We
intend to present here only the most relevant facts to make the main ideas in the proofs of this
Appendix understandable. For more details see [1].
Definition A.1.1 For a 1-cochains E with d∗E = 0 and a 2-cochain D with dD = 0, both with
finite support, we define the “winding number of E around D” as
[D : E] := exp
(
2πi
N
〈uD, E〉
)
. (A.1)
One easily sees that this definition does not depend of the choice of the particular configuration uD.
✷
Let us now prepare the definition of our polymers and their activities. Define the sets
P =
{
P ∈ (Z3)+2 : P is finite, co-connected and P = suppD, for some D ∈ (Z3)2, dD = 0, D 6= 0
}
,
B =
{
M ∈ (Z3)+1 : M is finite, connected andM = suppE, for some E ∈ (Z3)1, d∗E = 0, E 6= 0
}
,
where (Z3)+1 (respectively (Z
3)+2 ) refers to the set of positively oriented bonds (plaquettes) of Z
3
and the sets
Ptotal =
{
P ∈ (Z3)+2 finite, so that P = suppD, for some D ∈ (Z3)2, dD = 0
}
,
Btotal =
{
M ∈ (Z3)+1 finite, so thatM = suppE, for some E ∈ (Z3)1, d∗E = 0
}
.
Note that the sets Ptotal and Btotal contain the empty set and that the non-empty elements of
Ptotal and of Btotal are build up by unions of co-disjoint elements of P, respectively, by unions of
disjoint elements of B. One has naturally P ⊂ Ptotal and B ⊂ Btotal.
Each non-empty set P ∈ Ptotal and M ∈ Btotal can uniquely be decomposed into disjoint unions
P = P1 + · · ·+ PAP , M = M1 + · · ·+MBM (the symbol “+” indicates here disjoint union) where
Pi ∈ P and Mj ∈ B. Then, if D ∈ (Z3)2 is such that suppD = P , there is a unique decomposition
D = D1+· · ·+DAP with Di ∈ (Z3)2, suppDi = Pi. Moreover if E ∈ (Z3)1 is such that suppE =M
then there is a unique decomposition E = E1 + · · · + EBM with Ei ∈ (Z3)1, suppEi = Mi. One
can also decompose u = uD1 + · · ·+ uDAP with uDi ∈ (Z3)1, duDi = Di.
For P ∈ Ptotal and M ∈ Btotal we define the sets
D(P ) := {D ∈ (Z3)2 so that suppD = P and dD = 0},
E(M) := {E ∈ (Z3)1 so that suppE =M and d∗E = 0}.
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We consider now pairs (P, D) with P ∈ Ptotal and D ∈ D(P ) and pairs (M, E) with M ∈ Btotal
and E ∈ D(M) and define w((P, D), (M, E)) = w((M, E), (P, D)) ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} as the
“ZN -winding number” of (M, E) around (P, D):
w((P, D), (M, E)) = w((M, E), (P, D)) := [D : E]. (A.2)
The pairs with P ∈ P and M ∈ B will be the building blocks of our polymers.
With the help of w we can establish a connectivity relation between pairs (P, D) with P ∈ P,
D ∈ D(P ) and pairs (M, E) with M ∈ B, E ∈ E(M): we say that (P, D) and (M, E) are
“w-connected” if w((P, D), (M, E)) 6= 1 and “w-disconnected” otherwise. We arrive then at the
following
Definition A.1.2 A polymer γ is formed by two pairs
{(P γ, Dγ), (Mγ , Eγ)} ,
with P γ ∈ Ptotal(V ), Mγ ∈ Btotal(V ) and Dγ ∈ D(P γ), Eγ ∈ E(Mγ), so that the set
{(P γ1 , Dγ1 ), . . . , (P γAγ , DγAγ ), (Mγ1 , Eγ1 ), . . . , (MγBγ , EγBγ )} (A.3)
formed by the decompositions P γ = P γ1 + · · · + P γAγ , Mγ = Mγ1 + · · · + MγBγ with P γi ∈ P(V ),
Mγj ∈ B(V ) and Dγ = Dγ1 + · · ·+DγAγ , Eγ = Eγ1 + · · ·+ EγBγ with Dγi ∈ D(P γi ), Eγj ∈ E(Mγj ) is a
w-connected set. ✷
Below, when we write (M, E) ∈ γ and (P, D) ∈ γ we are intrinsically be assuming that M ∈ B
with E ∈ E(M) and that P ∈ P with D ∈ D(P ).
For a polymer γ = ((P γ, Dγ), (Mγ , Eγ)) we call the pair γg := (P
γ, Mγ) the geometrical part
of γ and the pair γc := (D
γ, Eγ) is the “coloring” of γ. Of course the coloring determines uniquely
the geometric part. Each pair (D, E), D ∈ D(P ), E ∈ E(M) with P ∈ P, M ∈ B is a color
for (P, M). Another important definition is the “size” of a polymer. We define the size of γ by
|γ| = |γg| := |P γ|+ |Mγ |, where |P γ| (respectively |Mγ |) is the number of plaquettes (respectively
bonds) making up P γ (respectively Mγ).
The activity µ(γ) ∈ C of a polymer γ is defined to be
µ(γ) := [Dγ : Eγ]


Aγ∏
i=1

 ∏
p∈P γ
i
g(Dγi (p))






Bγ∏
j=1

 ∏
b∈Mγ
j
h(Eγj (b))



 , (A.4)
with µ(∅) = 1.
For a polymer model we need the notions of “compatibility” and “incompatibility” between
pairs of polymers. This is defined in the following way. Two polymers γ and γ′ are said to be
incompatible, γ 6∼ γ′, if at least one of the following conditions hold:
i) There exist Mγa ∈ γg and Mγ
′
b ∈ γ′g, so that Mγa and Mγ
′
b are connected (i.e., there exists at
least one lattice point x so that x ∈ ∂b and x ∈ ∂b′ for some bonds b ∈ Mγa and b′ ∈Mγ
′
b );
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ii) There exists P γa ∈ γg and P γ
′
b ∈ γ′g, so that P γa and P γ
′
b are co-connected (i.e., there exists
at least one cube c in the lattice so that p ∈ ∂c and p′ ∈ ∂c for some plaquettes p ∈ P γa and
p′ ∈ P γ′b );
iii) There exists (Mγa , E
γ
a ) ∈ γ and (P γ
′
b , D
γ′
b ) ∈ γ′, so that (Mγa , Eγa ) and (P γ
′
b , D
γ′
b ) are w-
connected. Or the same with γ and γ′ interchanged.
They are said to be compatible, γ ∼ γ′, otherwise.
We will denote by G(V ) the set of all polymers in V ⊂ Z3 and by Gcom(V ) the set of all finite
sets of compatible polymers.
We want to express the vacuum expectation of classical observables in terms of our polymer
expansion. We consider the following
Definition A.1.3 Let α be a 1-cochain and β 2-cochain, both with finite support. Define the
classical observable
B(α, β) := exp
[
−2πi
N
〈α, u〉
]∏
p
g((du+ β)(p))
g(du(p))
. (A.5)
Any classical observable can be written as a linear combination of such functions. ✷
For a finite volume V ⊂ Z3 (say, a cube) we have the following12
〈B(α, β)〉V =
1
Z1V
∑
D∈V 2
d(D−β)=0
∑
E∈V 1
d∗(E−α)=0
[D − β : E − α]

 ∏
p∈suppD
g(D(p))



 ∏
b∈suppE
h(E(b))

 . (A.6)
Here the normalization factor Z1V is given by
Z1V =
∑
Γ∈Gcom(V )
µΓ, (A.7)
in multi-index notation, i.e., µΓ :=
∏
γ∈Γ
µ(γ). We will often identify the elements of Gcom with their
characteristic functions.
The cochains D appearing in the sums in (A.6) can uniquely be decomposed in such a way
that D = D0 +D1 with d(D0 − β) = 0 and dD1 = 0 and so that suppD0 is co-connected and co-
disconnected from supp D1. If dβ = 0 we choose D0 = 0. Analogously, the cochains E appearing in
the sums in (A.6) can be decomposed uniquely in such a way that E = E0+E1 with d
∗(E0−α) = 0
and d∗E1 = 0 and so that suppE0 is connected and disconnected from supp E1. If d∗α = 0 we
choose E0 = 0.
We denote by C1(α) the set of the supports of all such E0’s, for a given α and by C2(β) the set
of the supports of all such D0’s, for a given β. For d
∗α = 0 we have C1(α) = ∅ and for dβ = 0 we
12For simplicity we will neglect some boundary terms, which can be controlled with more work.
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have C2(β) = ∅. We define the sets of pairs
Conn1(α, V ) :=
{
(M, E), so that M ∈ C1(α) and E ∈ V 1, with suppE = M and d∗E = d∗α
}
,
(A.8)
Conn2(β, V ) :=
{
(P, D), so that P ∈ C2(β) and D ∈ V 2, with suppD = P and dD = dβ
}
.
(A.9)
We then write
〈B(α, β)〉V =
∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α, V )
(P,D)∈Conn2(β, V )
[D − β : E − α]
×

∏
p∈P
g(D(p))



∏
b∈M
h(E(b))


∑
Γ∈Gcom
aΓ(M,E), αb
Γ
(P,D), β µ
Γ
∑
Γ∈Gcom
µΓ
, (A.10)
for
a(M,E), α(γ) :=
{
0, if Mγ is connected with M,
[Dγ : E − α] , otherwise , (A.11)
and
b(P,D), β(γ) :=
{
0, if P γ is co-connected with P
[D − β : Eγ] , otherwise . (A.12)
It is for many purposes useful to write the normalization factor Z1V in the form
Z1V = exp


∑
Γ∈Gclus(V )
cΓµ
Γ

 . (A.13)
Let us explain the symbols used above. Our notation is close to that of [2]. Gclus(V ) is the set of all
finite clusters of polymers in V , i.e., an element Γ ∈ Gclus is a finite set of (not necessarily distinct)
polymers building a connected “incompatibility graph”. An incompatibility graph is a graph which
has polymers as vertices and where two vertices are connected by a line if the corresponding
polymers are incompatible. We will often identify an elements Γ ∈ Gclus with a function Γ: G → N,
where Γ(γ) is the multiplicity of γ in Γ ∈ Gclus. The coefficients cΓ are the “Ursell functions” and
are of purely combinatorial nature. They are defined (see [2] and [14]) by
cΓ :=
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
n
Nn(Γ), (A.14)
where Nn(Γ) is the number of ways of writing Γ in the form Γ = Γ1+ · · ·+Γn where 0 6= Γi ∈ Gcom,
i = 1, . . . , n.
Relation (A.13) makes sense provided the sum over clusters is convergent. As discussed in [2]
and [1] a sufficient condition for this is ‖µ‖ ≤ ‖µ‖c, where ‖µ‖ := sup
γ∈G
|µ(γ)|1/|γ|, and ‖µ‖c is a
constant defined in [2]. By (A.4),
|µ(γ)| ≤ [max{g(1), . . . , g(N − 1), h(1), . . . , h(N − 1)}]|γ| , (A.15)
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what justifies the conditions (2.23)-(2.24).
Calling Conn1 (α) := Conn1 (α, Z
3), Conn2 (β) := Conn2 (β, Z
3) and Gclus := Gclus (Z3), we can
also write the thermodynamic limit of 〈B(α, β)〉V as
〈B(α, β)〉 = ∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α)
(P,D)∈Conn2(β)
[D − β : E − α]

∏
p∈P
g(D(p))



∏
b∈M
h(E(b))


× exp

 ∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
µΓ

 . (A.16)
The presence of the phases [D − β : E − α] is an important feature of this last expression and
is responsible for the emergence of the anyonic statistics. Note that for α and β such that dβ = 0
and d∗α = 0 the expectation 〈B(α, β)〉 is proportional to [β : α], i.e. to the winding number of β
around α.
Let Γ be a cluster of polymers. We say that a polymer γ is incompatible with Γ, i.e., γ 6∼ Γ, if
there is at least one γ′ ∈ Γ with γ 6∼ γ′. For two clusters Γ, Γ′ we have Γ 6∼ Γ′ if there is at least
one γ ∈ Γ with γ 6∼ Γ′.
For the polymer system discussed in this work we have the following result:
Theorem A.1.4 There is a convex, differentiable, monotonically decreasing function F0: (a0, ∞)→
R+, for some a0 ≥ 0, with lima→∞ F0(a) = 0 such that, for all sets of polymers Γ, and for all a > a0,∑
γ 6∼Γ
e−a|γ| ≤ F0(a) ‖Γ‖, (A.17)
where ‖Γ‖ = ∑Γ(γ′)|γ′|, Γ(γ′) being the multiplicity of γ′ in Γ.
Once inequality (A.17) has been established, it has been proven in [2], Appendix A.1, that the
two following results hold: ∑
Γ∈Gclus
Γ 6∼Γ0
|cΓ| |µΓ| ≤ F1(− ln ‖µ‖) ‖Γ0‖, (A.18)
∑
Γ∈Gclus
Γ 6∼Γ0
‖Γ‖≥n
|cΓ| |µΓ| ≤
( ‖µ‖
‖µc‖
)n
‖Γ0‖F0(ac), (A.19)
where ac and ‖µc‖ > 0 are constants defined in [2], F1: (ac + F0(ac), ∞) → R+ is the solution of
F1(a + F0(a)) = F0(a) and ‖µ‖ := supγ |µ(γ)|1/|γ|. ✷
For a proof we refer the reader to [1] and [2]. The inequalities (A.18) and (A.19) are of central
importance in the theory of cluster expansions and are often used for proving theorems. For
instance, (A.19) tells us that the sums like
∑
Γ |cΓ||µΓ| involving only clusters with size larger than
a certain n (and which are incompatible with some Γ0 fixed) decay exponentially with n.
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A.2 Expansions for the Dyonic Sectors
Let us now present the corresponding expansions for the states ωρ for ρ ∈ D0.
To each B ∈ F0 we can associate a classical observable Bcl, ρ = Bcl, ρ(dϕ − A) (see (3.31)). A
possible but non-unique choice is (see [1] and [2])
Bcl, ρ =
TrHV
(
F(ϕ(0), A(0)), (ϕ(1), A(1))B TV (ρ)
)
TrHV
(
F(ϕ(0), A(0)), (ϕ(1), A(1)) TV (ρ)
) (A.20)
where
F(ϕ(0), A(0)), (ϕ(1), A(1)) =
∑
(ϕ(0), A(0)), (ϕ(1), A(1))
|ϕ(0), A(0)〉〈ϕ(1), A(1)| (A.21)
and where ϕ(k), A(k) refers to the variables in the k-th euclidean time plane.
Since any such classical observable can be written as a finite linear combination of the functions
B(α, β) previously introduced (with coefficients eventually depending on ρ) we concentrate on
expectations of such functions.
Proceeding as in the previous sections we can express 〈B(α, β)〉ρ defined in (3.31) as
〈B(α, β)〉ρ =
∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α)
(P,D)∈Conn2(β)
[D − β : E − α] [D − β : −ǫ˜] [−µ˜ : E − α]

∏
p∈P
g(D(p))


×

∏
b∈M
h(E(b))

 exp

 ∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
aΓǫ b
Γ
µµ
Γ

 , (A.22)
where µ˜ is the 2-cochain on Z3 defined by µ˜((x, n)) := µ(x) for all x ∈ (Z2)2 and n ∈ Z and ǫ˜ in
the 1-cochain on Z3 defined by ǫ˜((y, n+ 1/2)) := ǫ(y), for all y ∈ Z2 and n ∈ Z. Here (y, n+ 1/2)
indicates the vertical bond in (Z3)+1 whose projection onto Z
2 is y and is located between the
euclidean time-planes n and n + 1. Beyond this we defined
aǫ(γ) := [D
γ : −ǫ˜], (A.23)
bµ(γ) := [−µ˜ : Eγ ]. (A.24)
The cochains µ˜ and ǫ˜ do not have finite support but, since the polymers are finite, the right hand
side of the last two expressions can be defined using some limit procedure, for instance, by closing
µ˜ and ǫ˜ at infinity by adding, before the thermodynamic limit is taken, the cochains sµ and sǫ to
them. Since the polymers are finite, the limit does not depend on the particular sµ and sǫ chosen..
The same can be said about the winding numbers [D − β : −ǫ˜] and [−µ˜ : E − α] in (A.22).
Concerning the sum over clusters in (A.22), the following estimate can be established
Proposition A.2.1 For (M, E) ∈ Conn1(α) and (P, D) ∈ Conn2(β) one has∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
aΓǫ b
Γ
µµ
Γ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ c0 ((|M | + |sup α|) + (|P |+ |sup β|)) , (A.25)
where c0 is a positive constant. ✷
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Proof. One has∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
aΓǫ b
Γ
µµ
Γ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∑
Γ∈Gclus
|cΓ|
∣∣∣aΓ(M,E), α bΓ(P,D), β − 1∣∣∣ |µΓ|
≤ ∑
Γ∈Gclus
Γ 6∼γ1
|cΓ| |µΓ|+
∑
Γ∈Gclus
Γ 6∼γ2
|cΓ| |µΓ|
≤ F1(− ln ‖µ‖)(‖γ1‖+ ‖γ2‖), (A.26)
by (A.18), where γ1 = (sup (E + α), E + α) and γ2 = (sup (D + β), D + β). Clearly, ‖γ1‖ ≤
|M |+ |sup α| and ‖γ2‖ ≤ |P |+ |sup β|.
Proposition A.2.1 has a simple corollary
Proposition A.2.2 If gc and hc are small enough and if min{αl, βl} ≥ n, where
αl := inf{|M |, (M, E) ∈ Conn1(α)}, (A.27)
βl := inf{|P |, (P, D) ∈ Conn2(β)}, (A.28)
then
|〈B(α, β)〉ρ| ≤ cae−cb n, (A.29)
for positive constants ca and cb. ✷
Proof. Using the representation (A.22) of 〈B(α, β)〉ρ in terms of cluster expansions and the
estimate (A.25), one gets
|〈B(α, β)〉ρ| ≤
∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α)
(P,D)∈Conn2(β)
g|P |c h
|M |
c exp {c0 ((|M |+ |sup α|) + (|P |+ |sup β|))} , (A.30)
By standard arguments one has ∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α)
(hc e
c0)|M | ≤ const. e−ca n/2, (A.31)
for some positive ca, provided hc is small enough and, analogously,∑
(P,D)∈Conn2(β)
(gc e
c0)|P | ≤ const. e−ca n/2, (A.32)
provided gc is small enough. This proves the proposition.
An important particular case of (A.22) occurs when dβ = d∗α = 0. In this case we get simply
〈B(α, β)〉ρ = [β : α] [β : ǫ˜] [µ˜ : α] exp

 ∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(∅, 0), α b
Γ
(∅, 0), β − 1
)
aΓǫ b
Γ
µµ
Γ

 . (A.33)
Notice the presence of the ZN -factors [β : α] [β : ǫ˜] [µ˜ : α] related to winding numbers involving α,
β and the background charges ρ.
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B The Remaining Proofs
B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1.1
Let EG be the projection Floc → Aloc. Since ωV, ρ is gauge invariant, it is enough to prove the
existence of lim
V ↑Z2
ωV, ρ ↾ Aloc. Expectations like ωV, ρ(A) for A ∈ Aloc can be written as finite linear
combinations of the previously introduced classical expectations 〈B(α, β)〉V, ρ, whose thermody-
namic limit was described in subsection A.2.
To show that ωρ ↾ Aloc is a ground state with respect to αρ we first notice that, by the repre-
sentation of ωV, ρ(A), A ∈ Aloc in terms of cluster expansions we can write, in analogy to (3.25),
ωV, ρ(A) = lim
n→∞
TrHV (TV (ρ)
nATV (ρ)
n−1EρV )
TrHV (TV (ρ)2n−1E
ρ
V )
, A ∈ F(V ), (B.1)
and, hence, for V large enough, one has
ωV, ρ(A
∗αρ(A)) = lim
n→∞
TrHV (TV (ρ)
nA∗TV (ρ)TV (ρ)nE
ρ
V )
TrHV (TV (ρ)2n−1E
ρ
V )
, A ∈ F(V ). (B.2)
Now, by (3.26) and (2.30)-(2.31), EρV is a positive operator and so, the numerator in (B.2) is clearly
positive. This proves that ωρ(A
∗αρ(A)) ≥ 0.
To show that ωρ(A
∗αρ(A)) ≤ ωρ(A∗A) we can make use of Lemma 2.3.2 and show that ωρ
fulfills the cluster property with respect to αρ. We can represent ωρ(A
∗αnρ (A)) in terms of clas-
sical expectations of the classical functions associated to the operator A∗αnρ (A). These classical
expectations can be written as a finite linear combination of expectations like 〈B(αn, βn)〉ρ, where
the local cochains αn and βn can be written, for n large enough, as sums αn = α(0) + α(n) and
βn = β(0) + β(n), where the local cochain α(n) (respect. β(n)) is the complex conjugate of the
translate of α(0) (respect., of β(0)) by n units in euclidean time direction.
Recalling now the representation (A.22) of 〈B(α, β)〉ρ in terms of cluster expansions we notice
that, by Proposition A.2.2, the contributions of sets (M, E) ∈ Conn1(α) connecting the support of
α(0) to the support of α(n) decay exponentially with n, the same happening with the contribution
of the sets (P, D) ∈ Conn2(β) connecting the support of β(0) to the support of β(n). The only
surviving terms, after taking the limit n → ∞ correspond to sets (M, E) ∈ Conn1(α) and sets
(P, D) ∈ Conn2(β) connecting the supports of α(0), α(n), β(0) and β(n) with themselves. The
contributions of these last terms converges to the product 〈B(α(0), β(0))〉ρ〈B(α(n), β(n))〉ρ. This
implies that ωρ(A
∗αnρ (A)) → ωρ(A∗)ωρ(A), n → ∞, thus proving the ground state property. The
general cluster property ωρ(Aα
n
ρ (B))→ ωρ(A)ωρ(B), A, B ∈ Aloc, follows from the same arguments.
B.2 Proof of Propositions 3.1.2 and 3.1.5
In order to prove Proposition 3.1.2 we have to study lim
a→∞ 〈B(α, β)〉ρ−ρ′a. We recall the represen-
tation (A.22) of 〈B(α, β)〉ρ−ρ′a and notice that, since∣∣∣cΓ (aΓ(M,E), α bΓ(P,D), β − 1) aΓǫ−ǫ′abΓµ−µ′aµΓ∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣cΓ (aΓ(M,E), α bΓ(P,D), β − 1)µΓ∣∣∣ (B.3)
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which is summable, we can write
lim
a→∞
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
aΓǫ−ǫ′ab
Γ
µ−µ′aµ
Γ =
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α b
Γ
(P,D), β − 1
)
( lim
a→∞ a
Γ
ǫ−ǫ′ab
Γ
µ−µ′a)µ
Γ. (B.4)
But, clearly, lim
a→∞ a
Γ
ǫ−ǫ′ab
Γ
µ−µ′a = a
Γ
ǫ b
Γ
µ for every cluster Γ, since the polymers are finite. The limit
does not depend on the particular way as a→∞. This shows that the representation (A.22) holds
also for ρ ∈ Dq, q 6= 0, and can be used to describe ωρ(A), A ∈ Aloc with ρ ∈ Dq, q 6= 0. The cluster
property, and consequently the ground state property for A ∈ Aloc, can be proven in the same way
as in the previous case. The proof of Proposition 3.1.5 is analogous to the proof of Proposition
3.1.2 and does not need to be repeated but in the next subsection we present the proof of the more
general Theorem 3.1.6.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.6
Let us consider ωρ(a)
(
τ−1a (B)Aα
n
ρ(a)(A
′τ−1a (B
′))
)
for A, B, A′ and B′ ∈ Aloc. According to (3.16) one
has, for |a| large enough, αnρ(a)(A′) = αnρ1(A′) and αnρ(a)(τ−1a (B′)) = αnρ2a(τ−1a (B′)) = τ−1a (αnρ2(B′)).
Hence, for |a| large enough,
ωρ(a)
(
τ−1a (B)Aα
n
ρ(a)(A
′τ−1a (B
′))
)
= ωρ(a)
(
Aαnρ1(A
′)τ−1a (Bα
n
ρ2(B
′))
)
. (B.5)
The representation of the last expectation in terms of classical expectations is given by finite sums
of classical expectations like 〈B(α(a), β(a))〉ρ(a), where α(a) = α1 + α2a and β(a) = β1 + β2a, for
local cochains α1, 2 and β1, 2, where the cochains α1 and β1 are related to the operators Aα
n
ρ1
(A′)
and where the cochains α2 and β2 are related to the operators Bα
n
ρ2(B
′).
Let us now consider the representation of 〈B(α(a), β(a))〉ρ(a) in terms of cluster expansions. It
is given by
〈B(α(a), β(a))〉ρ(a) =
∑
(M,E)∈Conn1(α(a))
(P,D)∈Conn2(β(a))
[D − β(a) : E − α(a)]
[
D − β(a) : − ˜ǫ(a)
]
[−µ˜(a) : E − α(a)]

∏
p∈P
g(D(p))


×

∏
b∈M
h(E(b))

 exp

 ∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α(a) b
Γ
(P,D), β(a) − 1
)
aǫ(a)
Γbµ(a)
ΓµΓ

 ,
(B.6)
Let us assume |a| so large as to include the set sup α1 ∪ sup β1 ∪ sup α2 ∪ sup β2 in the ball of
radius |a|/8 centered at the origin and let us consider two infinite cylinders C1 and C2 = C1 + a
with radius |a|/4, parallel to the euclidean time axis and extending from +∞ to −∞. The cylinder
C1 contains the set sup α1∪ sup β1 and C2 contains the set (sup α2∪ sup β2) + a. By construction,
the sets Conn1(α(a)) and Conn2(β(a)) will contain some elements which are entirely contained in
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C1 ∪C2 and some which are not. These last ones must have a size larger than |a|/4 and, therefore,
by arguments analogous to those used in the proof of Proposition A.2.2, their contribution to (B.6)
decay exponentially with |a|. So, up to exponentially falling error, we can restrict the sums over
Conn1(α(a)) and Conn2(β(a)) to elements contained only in C1 ∪ C2. The next question is, what
happens to the sums over clusters, provided the elements M and P are now contained in C1 ∪C2?
Let us denote Ma := M ∩ Ca and Pa := M ∩ Ca, for a = 1, 2, with M = M1 ∪ M2 and
P = P1 ∪ P2, as disjoint unions and let E = E1 + E2 and D = D1 + D2 with sup Ea = Ma and
sup Da = Pa for a = 1, 2.
We claim that the difference
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M,E), α(a) b
Γ
(P,D), β(a) − 1
)
aǫ(a)
Γbµ(a)
ΓµΓ −

 ∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M1, E1), α1 b
Γ
(P1,D1), β1
− 1
)
aΓǫ1b
Γ
µ1
µΓ +
∑
Γ∈Gclus
cΓ
(
aΓ(M2, E2), α2a b
Γ
(P2,D2), β2a
− 1
)
aΓǫ2ab
Γ
µ2a
µΓ


(B.7)
decays exponentially to zero with |a|. For, notice that the difference above is given by sums over
clusters connecting C1 to C2, having thus a size larger than |a|/2. Therefore, by (A.19), their
contribution decay exponentially with |a|.
Using now the exact factorization
[D − β(a) : E − α(a)]
[
D − β(a) : − ˜ǫ(a)
]
[−µ˜(a) : E − α(a)]

∏
p∈P
g(D(p))



∏
b∈M
h(E(b))

 =
[D1 − β1 : E1 − α1] [D1 − β1 : −ǫ˜1] [−µ˜1 : E1 − α1]

 ∏
p∈P1
g(D(p))



 ∏
b∈M1
h(E(b))

×
[D2 − β2a : E2 − α2a] [D2 − β2a : −ǫ˜2a] [−µ˜2a : E2 − α2a]

 ∏
p∈P2
g(D(p))



 ∏
b∈M2
h(E(b))


(B.8)
valid in C1 ∪ C2, we get using the translation invariance of the cluster expansions and taking
|a| → ∞,
lim
|a|→∞
〈B(α(a), β(a))〉ρ(a) = 〈B(α1, β1)〉ρ1〈B(α2, β2)〉ρ2 . (B.9)
With this, the proof of Theorem 3.1.6 is complete.
B.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4.5
Here we establish part i of Proposition 3.4.5.
Let ρ = (ǫ, µ) and ρ′ = (ǫ′, µ′) and define ρ0 = (ǫ0, µ0) = (ǫ − ǫ′, µ − µ′). We need first an
expression in terms of the cluster expansions for the ratio ωρ(X
(2ν+1)
ρ, ρ′ )/ωρ(X
(2ν)
ρ, ρ′ ). Using a pictorial
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notation, this ratio can be written in terms of classical expectations as
ωρ(X
(2ν+1)
ρ, ρ′ )
ωρ(X
(2ν)
ρ, ρ′ )
=
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
✄
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.
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❈
❈
❈
❈
❈❈
2ν
✻
❄
ρ
ρ− ρ′
ℓe or ℓm
. (B.10)
The infinite vertical lines indicate the background charges ρ and the finite loops are constructed
over the charge distribution ρ − ρ′. Their horizontal lines represent the strings ℓe and/or ℓm used
in the definition (3.50) and their vertical lines have length 2ν + 1 in the numerator and 2ν in the
denominator, respectively Notice that ρ and ρ− ρ′ may have a non-empty overlap, a circumstance
not shown in the figure for reasons of clarity.
The next step is to find an expansion for the last expression in terms of our cluster expansions.
The result is
ωρ(X
(2ν+1)
ρ, ρ′ )
ωρ(X
(2ν)
ρ, ρ′ )
= exp
{∑
Γ
cΓ
(
aΓǫ0, 0, 2ν+1b
Γ
µ0, 0, 2ν+1
− aΓǫ0, 0, 2νbΓµ0, 0, 2ν
)
aΓǫ b
Γ
µ µ
Γ
}
, (B.11)
where, in an almost self-explanatory notation, aǫ0, α, β(γ), α < β, represents the winding number of
the magnetic part of the polymer γ with the electric loop built by the horizontal strings ℓe located
at euclidean times α and β ∈ Z and by the vertical electric lines located over the support of ǫ0 with
length β − α. The quantity bµ0, α, β is defined analogously.
The right hand side of (B.11) can be written as
exp
{∑
Γ
cΓ
(
aΓǫ0, 0, 1b
Γ
µ0, 0, 1
− 1
)
aΓǫ0, −2ν, 0b
Γ
µ0, −2ν, 0a
Γ
ǫ b
Γ
µ µ
Γ
}
, (B.12)
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where, above, we used the factorization properties
aǫ0, α, β(γ)aǫ0, β, δ(γ) = aǫ0, α, δ(γ) (B.13)
bµ0, α, β(γ)bµ0, β, δ(γ) = bµ0, α, δ(γ), (B.14)
for α < β < δ ∈ Z and we used translation invariance. Taking the limit ν → ∞ of expression
(B.12) is easy and gives
‖Tρ(ρ′)‖
‖Tρ(ρ)‖ = exp
{∑
Γ
cΓ
(
aΓǫ0, 0, 1b
Γ
µ0, 0, 1 − 1
)
aΓǫ0, −∞, 0b
Γ
µ0, −∞, 0a
Γ
ǫ b
Γ
µ µ
Γ
}
, (B.15)
where aǫ0, −∞, 0(γ) = lim
j→∞
aǫ0, −j, 0(γ) etc., which is a well defined limit for each γ, since the polymers
are finite (for each γ, the limit is reached at finite j).
Next, we are interested in studying the limit lim
|a|→∞
‖Tρ1(a)(ρ2(a))‖
‖Tρ2(a)(ρ2(a))‖
using its representation in
terms of cluster expansions.
The main technical problem we have to confront with is the fact that, if ρ1−ρ2 have a non-zero
total charge, the strings ℓe and ℓm have to connect elements of the support of ρ1−ρ2 with elements
of the support of (ρ1 − ρ2) · a and have, hence, a length which increases with |a|. The crucial
observation is, however, that the left hand side of (B.15) does not depend on the strings ℓe and ℓm,
although this independence cannot apparently be seen from the representation in terms of cluster
expansions.
Let us consider two cylinders C1(r) and C2(r) = C1(r) + a, such that C1(r) is centered on the
euclidean time axis, extending from −∞ to∞ and has a radius r. Denote by r0 the largest distance
from the set sup (ρ1) ∪ sup (ρ2) to the origin of the lattice and consider |a| large enough so that
sup (ρ1) ∪ sup (ρ2) is contained in C1(|a|/8) (by taking, say, |a| > 16r0).
We first observe that the sum over clusters contained in Z3 \ (C1(|a|/8) ∪ C2(|a|/8)) does not
contribute to (B.12). This can be seen at best in (B.11) by noticing that: 1) clusters contained in
Z3\(C1(|a|/8)∪C2(|a|/8)) crossing the t = 0 euclidean plane and having a side smaller than 2ν have
a zero contribution (for them, one has aΓǫ0, 0, 2ν+1b
Γ
µ0, 0, 2ν+1 = a
Γ
ǫ0, 0, 2νb
Γ
µ0, 0, 2ν); 2) clusters contained
in Z3\(C1(|a|/8)∪C2(|a|/8)) crossing the t = 2ν euclidean plane, having a side smaller than 2ν and
having a non-zero contribution cancel with their translates by one unit in euclidean time direction;
3) the only surviving clusters in Z3 \ (C1(|a|/8)∪C2(|a|/8)) must cross the planes t = 0 and t = 2ν,
and therefore, their side is larger than 2ν and their contribution decays exponentially when the
limit ν →∞ is taken.
It remains to consider two classes of clusters: a) those entirely contained in C1(|a|/4)∪C2(|a|/4)
and having a non-empty intersection with C1(d0)∪C2(d0) for a fixed d0 with r0 < d0 < a/8 and b)
those having a non-empty intersection with both C1(d0) ∪ C2(d0) and Z3 \ (C1(|a|/4) ∪ C2(|a|/4)).
The contribution to the clusters belonging to the class b decays exponentially with |a|. For,
note that the clusters which give a non-zero contribution to (B.12) must either cross the t = 0 plane
or the t = 1 plane (or eventually both). The clusters of this sort having a non-empty intersection
with both C1(d0) ∪C2(d0) and Z3 \ (C1(|a|/4)∪C2(|a|/4)) must have a size larger that |a|/8 and ,
hence, by (A.19), their contribution decays exponentially with |a|.
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It remains now to consider the clusters belonging to the class a above. They are entirely
contained inside one of the cylinders C1(|a|/4) or C2(|a|/4). Since we have freedom to choose the
strings ℓe and ℓm at our will, we choose them depending on a such that, inside of C1(|a|/4) \C1(d0)
and C2(|a|/4) \C2(d0) they run parallel to a fixed direction, say to the positive x-axis of Z2. Now,
taking the limit |a| → ∞ is straight forward and gives cρ1, ρ2 independent on the way the sequence
a goes to infinity. The result is that cρ1, ρ2 = dρ1, ρ2d−ρ1, −ρ2 , where
dρ1, ρ2 := exp


∑
Γ
Γ∩C1(d0) 6=∅
cΓ
(
aΓǫ12, 0, 1;∞b
Γ
µ12, 0, 1;∞ − 1
)
aΓǫ12, −∞, 0; ∞b
Γ
µ12, −∞, 0; ∞a
Γ
ǫ1
bΓµ1 µ
Γ

 ,
(B.16)
for any sufficiently large d0, where ρ1 − ρ2 = (ǫ12, µ12) and where
aǫ12, α, β;∞(γ) = lim|a|→∞
a(ǫ1−ǫ2)−(ǫ1−ǫ2)·a, α, β(γ), (B.17)
etc., where α < β ∈ Z and in a(ǫ1−ǫ2)−(ǫ1−ǫ2)·a, α, β(γ) the strings ℓe depend on a in the way described
above, i.e., such that, inside of C1(|a|/4) \ C1(d0) and C2(|a|/4) \ C2(d0) they point parallel to the
positive x-axis of Z2. Note that, for each γ, the limit above is reached at finite values of |a|. The
condition Γ ∩ C1(d0) 6= ∅ means that the geometrical part of the cluster Γ must have a non-empty
intersection with the cylinder C1(d0). Note also that the convergence of the sum over clusters in
(B.16) can be shown using the fact that the contributing clusters have a non-empty intersection
with C1(d0) and with the t = 0 and/or t = 1 euclidean time slices together with the exponential
decay provided by (A.19). We can say, for instance, that the sum over clusters in (B.16) can be
bounded by
const.
∞∑
t=−∞
∑
Γ
Γ∩(C1(d0)∩Tt) 6=∅
‖Γ‖≥t
|cΓ| |µΓ| ≤ const.
∞∑
t=−∞
e−ca|t| <∞ (B.18)
with some positive constant ca where Tt is the euclidean time-plane at euclidean time t.
Using the representation above in terms of cluster expansions one can also easily show that
d−ρ1, −ρ2 = dρ1, ρ2 .
The next problem is to prove the factorization property (3.68). The arguments used are analo-
gous to those leading to (B.16). We can namely prove that lim
b→∞
dρ1+ρ′1·b, ρ2+ρ′2·b = dρ1, ρ2dρ′1, ρ′2 . This
can be obtained using the representation (B.16) with d0 depending on b such that C1(d0) contains
sup ρ1 ∪ sup ρ2 ∪ sup (ρ′1 · b) ∪ sup (ρ′2 · b). We consider again cylinders D1(|b|/4) = C1(|b|/4)
and D2(|b|/4) = D1(|b|/4) + b, both contained in C1(d0(b)), with D1(|b|/4) containing the set
sup ρ1 ∪ sup ρ2 and D2(|b|/4) containing the set sup (ρ′1 · b)∪ sup (ρ′2 · b) for some |b| large enough.
Repeating the previous arguments, we can neglect contributions from clusters contained outside of
Z
3\(D1(|b|/4)∪D2(|b|/4)) and take the pieces of the strings ℓe and ℓm which join the supports of ρ1
and ρ2 with the supports of ρ
′
1 ·b and ρ′2 ·b so that they again run parallel to the x-axis at sufficiently
large distances. The desired relation will follow again from the usual clustering properties of the
cluster expansions established above.
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B.5 Completing the Proof of Proposition 3.3.2
We will here complete some missing points in the proof of Proposition 3.3.2. The ideas are actually
contained in [2] and therefore we will concentrate only on the more relevant details.
To show that the sequence of unit vectors Φnρ, ρ′ , n ∈ N is a Cauchy sequence it is enough to
show that, for any ǫ > 0, one has |(Φnρ, ρ′ , Φmρ, ρ′)− 1| < ǫ provided n is large enough, with m > n.
The scalar product (Φnρ, ρ′ , Φ
m
ρ, ρ′) can be expressed as the exponential of a sum over clusters and,
hence, it is enough to show that this sum is small enough provided n is large enough, with m > n.
This sum can be written as
∑
Γ
cΓ
(
aΓl1b
Γ
l1
− 1
2
aΓl1, l2b
Γ
l1, l2
− 1
2
)
aΓm, m b
Γ
m, m a
Γ
ρ b
Γ
ρ µ
Γ. (B.19)
Above aΓl1 , b
Γ
l1 , a
Γ
l1, l2 and b
Γ
l1, l2 are the electric and magnetic winding numbers on the loops l1 and
l1 ∪ l2 schematically represented in Figure 1 (where l2 = θl1, θ meaning reflection on the t = 0
euclidean time plane). Also above aΓa, b and b
Γ
a, b (with 0 ≤ a < b) are the electric and magnetic
winding numbers around the infinite vertical lines schematically represented in Figure 2.
✻
❄
✻
❄
✻
❄
✻
❄
0
−1
2
ℓe or ℓm
−1
2
n
n
m
m
ℓe or ℓm ℓe or ℓm
l1 l1
l2
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the expression aΓl1b
Γ
l1
− 1
2
aΓl1, l2b
Γ
l1, l2
− 1
2
and the loops l1 (above)
and l2 (below).
By a straight forward inspection we can verify that a cluster Γ with a size smaller than n with a
non-trivial winding number with, say, the loop l1 are canceled in the sum (B.19) by the contribution
of the reflected cluster θΓ. The contribution of the clusters entirely contained between the time-
slices n and m and the contribution of the clusters entirely contained between the time-slices −n
and −m also cancel mutually. The only surviving clusters must have non-trivial winding numbers
with both l1 and l2 simultaneously and must cross both planes at time n and −n. Therefore, they
must have a size which increases with n. By estimate (2.31) their contributions disappear when
n→∞ uniformly m, completing thus the proof.
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❄
0
ρ
b
a
ℓe or ℓm
ℓe or ℓm
ρ′
Figure 2: Schematic representation of the partial replacement of the infinite vertical line represent-
ing the background charge distribution ρ by ρ′. The connections are performed at euclidean time
planes b and −a, 0 ≤ a < b, through the strings ℓe and/or ℓm.
B.6 Proof of Theorem 4.1.1
Let us start proving i). We will first consider the case where d∗l1 6= 0 and d∗l2 6= 0. Without loss,
we will take l1 and l2 as having support on single lattice links. According to the definitions we have
Eˆq(l1 + l2)Ωρ = φelρ1, 2(l1 + l2)
= lim
n→∞
πρ1, 2
(
αnρ
(
Aρ1, 2, ρ((l1 + l2), 0)
))
Ωρ1, 2
N1(n)
, (B.20)
with
N1(n) :=
∥∥∥πρ1, 2 (αnρ (Aρ1, 2, ρ((l1 + l2), 0)))Ωρ1, 2∥∥∥ (B.21)
and
Eˆq(l1)Eˆq(l2)Ωρ = lim
p→∞ Eˆq(l1)
πρ2
(
αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0))
)
Ωρ2
‖πρ2 (αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0)))Ωρ2‖
= lim
p→∞
πρ1, 2
(
αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0))
)
φelρ1, 2(l1)
‖πρ2 (αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0))) Ωρ2‖
, (B.22)
where ρi = ρ+ (d
∗li, 0), i = 1, 2 and ρ1, 2 = ρ+ (d∗(l1 + l2), 0),
The vector in the right hand side can be written as
lim
p→∞ limq→∞
πρ1, 2
(
αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0))α
q
ρ2
(
Aρ1, 2, ρ2(l1, 0)
))
Ωρ1, 2
N2(p)N3(q)
, (B.23)
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where N1(p) and N2(q) are the normalization factors
N2(p) :=
∥∥∥πρ2 (αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0)))Ωρ2
∥∥∥ , (B.24)
and
N3(q) :=
∥∥∥πρ1, 2 (αqρ2
(
Aρ1, 2, ρ2(l1, 0)
))
Ωρ1, 2
∥∥∥ . (B.25)
The scalar product in (4.16) can now be written as
lim
n→∞ limp→∞ limq→∞
(
Ωρ1, 2 , πρ1, 2 (A)Ωρ1, 2
)
N1(n)N2(p)N3(q)
, (B.26)
with
A := αnρ
(
Aρ1, 2, ρ((l1 + l2), 0)
)∗
αpρ (Aρ2, ρ(l2, 0))α
q
ρ2
(
Aρ1, 2, ρ2(l1, 0)
)
. (B.27)
After expressing the expectation values above in terms of classical expectations (which involve
only closed loops) and these in terms of cluster expansions, we arrive at the following expression:
lim
n→∞ limp→∞ limq→∞ exp
(∑
Γ
cΓ µ
Γ
[
aΓ1 −
1
2
(
aΓ2 + a
Γ
3 + a
Γ
4 − aΓ5
)]
aΓρ1, 2 b
Γ
ρ1, 2
)
, (B.28)
where ai(γ) represent winding numbers of γ with respect to the loops successively presented in
Figure 3. The quantities aρ1, 2(γ) and bρ1, 2(γ) are electric and magnetic winding numbers with
respect to the background charge ρ1, 2.
We have to perform a detailed analysis of the sum over clusters appearing in (B.28). For the
sake of brevity we will sketch the main arguments.
Define the time planes Ha := {(x, x0) ∈ Z3 with x0 = a} and denote by GB the set of all clusters
Γ not crossing any of the planes H±n, H±p and H±q. It is easy to verify that for a cluster Γ ∈ GB
one either has aΓ1 − 12
(
aΓ2 + a
Γ
3 + a
Γ
4 − aΓ5
)
= 0 or it happens that its contribution cancels that of
other cluster in GB obtained by translating Γ in time direction. This is, for instance, what happens
for clusters located between Hp and Hq and translated clusters located between H−q and H−p.
On the other hand, the size of clusters which cross at least two of the planes H±n, H±p or H±q is
at least min{2n, p− n, q− p} (assuming q > p > n). After the limits q →∞, p→∞ and n→∞
are taken the total contribution of such clusters is zero, what can be shown using the exponential
decay given in (A.19) and noticing that the size of the loops of Figure 3 grows only linearly in n,
p or q. The remaining terms belong to clusters crossing one and only one of the planes H±n, H±p
or H±q. Using the translation invariance of the sum over clusters, we may express these remaining
terms (after the limits are taken) in the following form:
1
2
∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
fΓl1 − (f tl1)Γ
)
aΓρ1, 2 b
Γ
ρ1, 2
+
1
2
∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
fΓl2 − (f tl2)Γ
)
aΓ(d∗l1, 0)a
Γ
ρ1, 2
bΓρ1, 2+
1
2
∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
(f tl1)
Γ(f tl2)
Γ − fΓl1fΓl2
)
aΓρ1, 2 b
Γ
ρ1, 2
,
(B.29)
where, with some abuse of notation, Γ 6∼ H0 indicates that the geometric part of at least one polymer
composing Γ crosses the plane H0. Above, fl(γ) (respectively, f
t
l (γ)) represents the winding number
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l1 l1
−q
−p
−n
0
n
p
q
Figure 3: Pictorial representation of the expression aΓ1− 12
(
aΓ2 + a
Γ
3 + a
Γ
4 − aΓ5
)
appearing in (B.28).
The ai’s are winding numbers with respect to the sets of loops presented in the picture (counted
from the left to the right and separated by the associated factor ±1/2). The vertical lines are
parallel to the euclidean time-axis. The open loops cross d∗l1 and extend to the euclidean time
infinity. At the right we indicate the different time planes.
................
................
................
................
l
l
fl: f
t
l :
Figure 4: The semi-infinite loops for which fl(γ) and f
t
l (γ) are defined. The horizontal lines
represent the link l located at H0. The vertical lines are parallel to the euclidean time axis and
extend to the negative (left) or positive (right) euclidean time infinity.
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of the polymer γ with respect to the semi-infinite loops formed by l and by vertical lines starting
at d∗l and extending to the negative (positive) euclidean time infinity. See Figure 4. Note that the
second sum in (B.29) can be simplified, since aΓ(d∗l1, 0)a
Γ
ρ1, 2
bΓρ1, 2 = a
Γ
ρ2
bΓρ2 .
It is easy to show that each of the sums over clusters in (B.29) is absolutely convergent. Anal-
ogously, sums like ∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
fΓl1 − 1
)
aΓρ1, 2 b
Γ
ρ1, 2
(B.30)
are also absolutely convergent. It can be seen by reflecting polymers on the plane H0 that the last
expression is the complex conjugate of
∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
(f tl1)
Γ − 1
)
aΓρ1, 2 b
Γ
ρ1, 2
. This means that each of
the sums over clusters in (B.29) is purely imaginary. Defining
zelρ (l2) := exp

12
∑
Γ6∼H0
cΓ µ
Γ
(
fΓl2 − (f tl2)Γ
)
aΓρ2 b
Γ
ρ2

 , (B.31)
which is a pure phase, we conclude from (B.29) the proof of part i) of Theorem 4.1.1. Part ii) can
be proven analogously, and we do not need to show the details.
The proof of part iii) is also analogous but with an important difference. Since in this case l1 is
a magnetic link and l2 an electric one, the closed loops formed by l1 and by l2, appearing in the left
Figure 3, can have a nontrivial winding number, which can contribute to the classical expectations
in the numerator of (B.26) with an additional ZN phase factor, as the phase factor [β : α] emerging
from (A.33). This phase equals ei〈l1, l2〉.
In order to prove iv), consider that the support that l2 is, say, an elementary plaquette at H0.
Following the same steps of the proof of i) we would arrive at relations like (B.29) and (B.31) where
both fl2(γ) and f
t
l2(γ) represent the winding number of γ around this plaquette. Therefore, for any
polymer γ, fl2(γ) = f
t
l2
(γ) and hence zelρ (l2) = 1. The proof of v) is analogous.
B.7 Proof of Proposition 4.2.3
We will prove only (4.41) since (4.42) is analogous. Relation (4.41) means ‖φelρ (le)− ei〈µ, s〉Ωρ‖ = 0
and to prove one has only to show that
(
Ωρ, φ
el
ρ (le)
)
= ei〈µ, s〉. According to the definitions
(
Ωρ, φ
el
ρ (le)
)
=
(
Ωρ, Pρ(ρ− (d∗le, 0))πρ(Aρ, ρ−(d∗le, 0)(le, 0))Ωρ
)
∥∥∥Pρ(ρ− (d∗le, 0))πρ (Aρ, ρ−(d∗le, 0)(le, 0))Ωρ∥∥∥ . (B.32)
Under the hypothesis d∗le = 0 and, hence, we can write the right hand side of (B.32) as
lim
n→∞
(Ωρ, Tρ(ρ)
nπρ (Aρ, ρ(le, 0)) Ωρ)
‖Tρ(ρ)nπρ (Aρ, ρ(le, 0))Ωρ‖ = limn→∞
(
Ωρ, πρ
(
αnρ(Aρ, ρ(le, 0))
)
Ωρ
)
∥∥∥πρ (αnρ(Aρ, ρ(le, 0)))Ωρ∥∥∥ . (B.33)
We now expand the right hand side of (B.33) in terms of our cluster expansions and treat it
with the same methods used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 above. We get(
Ωρ, φ
el
ρ (le)
)
= zelρ (le) e
i〈µ, s〉, (B.34)
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where the ZN phase factor e
i〈µ, s〉 emerges in this expression as the factor [µ˜ : α] emerges from
(A.33): it represents the winding number of d∗s in the background charge ρ. Actually ei〈µ, s〉 =
[µ˜ : s]. Since d∗le = 0, one has zelρ (le) = 1 and the proposition is proven.
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